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ABSTRACT

Canada has recently become a member of the Organization of American States and

has also pursued an economic policy which includes the expansion of a hemispheric Free

Trade Zone. Due to this increased Canadian interest in Latin America in general, it would

be helpful to look at some aspects of the Canadian role in the region. This thesis will

assess Canada's involvement in the Caribbean and Central America crises since 1962 and

specifically those which involved the intervention of the United States. The main focus of

this thesis is on how Canada has responded to these interventions. The basic premise here

is that when the United States intervenes in regional political crises, Canadian responses

are hesitant, somewhat inconsistent, and tend to avoid antagonizing the United States.

Canadians focus primarily on economic and human rights issues but avoid controversial

issues of where the blame lies.

This thesis will concern itself with five case studies: Cuba, Grenada, Panama,

Nicaragua and El Salvador. While not fully comprehensive, this should provide sufficient

evidence to document the pattern. Each of the chapters will outline the Parliamentary,

media and scholarly debate on the country, or crisis, selected for scrutiny This will be

followed by a brief contextual account of the scope of Canadian involvement in aid, trade,

and human rights in the region.
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I

CANADIAN RESPONSES TO AMERICAN INTERVENTIONS IN

THE CARIBBEAN AND CENTRAL AMERICA

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the nature of Canadian responses to

American interventions in the Caribbean and Central America and determine the adequacy

of the responses. Ail of Latin America is becoming increasingly important to Canada, and

since Canada has been accepted as a member of the Organization of American States

(OAS) a clear and independent response to any intervention in the affairs of member

nations may be presumed to be a significant aspect of this country's role in the

international community. To some critics, the role thus far in this regard may seem

woefully inadequate. To others, precipitate excursions into the unfamiliar labyrinth of

Caribbean and Central American politics may seem unwise.

What appears to stand out when reading the various Parliamentary documents is

that Canada's interests in Latin America have been primarily economic, and secondly

concerned with human rights. While this is admirable, it is â narrowly limited commitment.

As a respected nation in this hemisphere, Canada could conceivably assume greater

responsibility in monitoring, and possibly helping contain, critical events that may tend to

destabilize the region. In the past, such a constructive role could have included

involvement in the mediation process, in such crises or disruptive developments that

occurred in Cuba, Grenada, Panama, Nicaragua and El Salvador. What is abundantly clear

when reading the literature on these incidents is that Canada was little involved in these
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events. Furthermore, Canadian political leaders, while expressing concern over the lack of

information, have also demonstrated a lack of interest. Evidence of the indifference or

disinterest of Canadian political leaders is apparent in Parliamentary statements, speeches

and interviews.

Such comments were mainly ad hoc reactions to the various crises. What appears

to have been missing is any policy continuity or awareness. If there was much involvement

on Canada's part it was evidently not given much publicity in Parliament or elsewhere.

Perhaps reflecting this, there is little academic literature on the subject. Because the

subject appears to warrant more attention, this thesis will attempt to describe Canadian

policy in this area, and in particular to focus on Canadian government's responses to the

specific events that precipitated American interventions in the region.

This thesis will primarily deal with three case studies. Cuba, Grenada, and Panama.

But it will also refer to two other countries in the region, Nicaragua and El Salvador,

where Canadian fact-finding missions and electoral scrutiny teams have from time to time

been active with varying success. In these two latter cases, US intervention was not

officially sanctioned as a direct military occupation leading to the removal of the existing

authority. The reason for selecting Cuba is twofold: the Bay of Pigs and the missile crisis

had serious international repercussions; and that country continues to aggravate the US,

which in turn maintains an increasingly controversial embargo. Thus there is a lengthy

period of potential Canadian interest and policy concern to survey.

Chapter two will deal with the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962 and summarize the

continuing Cuban conundrum. Describing the Canadian response may show the extent of
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policy interest, or lack of it, by Canadian politicians and media outlets. Canadian attitudes

toward Cuba should be explained in this analytic chapter. Chapter three will likewise focus

on Canadian opinion on the Grenada invasion of 1983. As in 1962, with Cuba, Canada's

involvement was by no means extensive, but it nonetheless warrants attention within the

general regional context. Chapter four will consider the invasion of Panama, in 1989, and

the reactions, such as they were, of Canadian authorities. While the Canadian Prime

Minister had a good relationship with the American President, it appears that no more

consideration was given to the incident than in the earlier cases. Some Canadian leaders

defended the US actions, and whether this reflected any general position regarding these

interventions will be assessed. Chapter five will consider the Canadian responses to the US

policies in Nicaragua and El Salvador. These did not constitute specific invasions; the

survey accordingly covers a much larger time period. In the case of these two countries,

Canadian authorities had considerably more time to assess the situation, obtain first hand

information, and subsequently determine how to respond. Chapter six will conclude the

thesis with an explanation and statistical documentation of some of the relevant trade, aid

and human rights activity in which Canada has been involved.

Each of the above chapters is to consist of four parts: a) a general description of

the crisis or incident; b) an explanation of the Canadian government's response, including

debate, if any, in Parliament; c) an examination of selected editorial reaction; and d) a

review of relevant academic or scholarly commentary.

The concluding chapter will show that Canadian political leaders have been unable

or unwilling to exercise much influence, independently of the US, in the Central American
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and Caribbean region. Beyond this negative finding, the conclusion will attempt to verify if

this ofücial policy accurately reflected Parliamentary attitudes, media attention and public

interests.

The sources to be used will include House of Commons Debates, External Affairs

Statements and Speeches, and other publications by the Canadian government on

international affairs. There will also be secondary sources by academics and journalists to

augment the documentary evidence, supported in turn with newspaper and periodical

references.

It may seem that this is too large a subject for an M.A. thesis. In defence of the

approach here it may therefore be advisable to emphasize that, while the regional issues in

each case study were far-ranging and complex, research has established that the Canadian

role in each case was modest. Accordingly, the materialto be scrutinized will be

manageable. It is by no means the intent here to undertake the impossible; so the scope

will be tailored to the availability of material that is clearly relevant to a survey of

Canadian governmental and public interests, however slight, in certain selected issues of

Caribbean and Central American politics since 1960.
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CHAPTER TI

CUBA: THE MISSILE CRISIS OF 1962

a) Description of Crisis:

During the Cuban Missile Crisis the world was placed closer to a nuclear exchange

than at any other time of the Cold War. No other incident in this era produced as much

tension between the two superpowers. Yet, this incident was not without warning, in view

of the 1961 Bay of Pigs incident. With that US sponsored invasion of the Cuban mainland

it was quite clear that there would be no tolerance whatsoever of an unfriendly neighbour

so close to the American border. It was also quite clear that the US would strongly

respond to any evidence of a military buildup in that country, despite the desire of the

Soviet leadership to do exactly that. This earlier event and the Cuban Missile Crisis served

to demonstrate the resolve of the rival superpowers. The Missile Crisis also demonstrated

the leadership abilities of several world leaders, including Prime Minister John

Diefenbaker. Leadership, or lack of it, had a great deal to do with the inadequate

consultation by the Americans with their Canadian allies.

With the discovery in Cuba of the construction of both medium (MRBM) and

intermediate range (IRBM) ballistic missile bases, American President John F. Kennedy

determined that this \ryas a flagrant violation of the peace in the region and a th¡eat to the

security of North America in general and the United States in particularr. In addition, the

existence of these bases contradicted the publicly stated Soviet position that no missiles of

this type were in or going to Cuba. Consequently, Kennedy demanded the cessation of

construction, the removal of bases designed to house "offensive" missiles that were

I Andre Fontaine, History of the Cold War, (New York: Vintage Books, 1970), p. 426.
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originally believed to be only "defensive" missiles, and finally the removal of all missiles

and their transport back to the Soviet Union2. To force compliance, President Kennedy

ordered the blockade or quarantine of Cuba in order to prevent any further offensive

military equipment from being delivered to the island. This blockade also included the

boarding and searching of ships from the Soviet Union. It was this action that produced

the crisis and near nuclear exchange between the superpowers. In addition, it was the lack

of prior consultation, regarding this action and the state of military readiness in the event

of conflict, that produced tensions between the United States and Canada, or more

precisely between the two countries' leaders. The response by the Canadian government

to the American action became a controversial issue3.

When the United States placed their military forces in the state of readiness,

DEFCON 34, they expected the Canadian military to follow suit since Canada and the US

shared the North American Air Defence Command (NoRAD)s. prime Minister

Diefenbaker refused to take immediate action, despite pressure from Defence Minister

Douglas Harkness. Diefenbaker preferred a cabinet meeting at a later date to discuss the

situation and was adamant that blindly following American policy was not going to be his

policy6 While Diefenbaker was not openly, nor even necessarily, casting doubt on the

American decision, his actions certainly produced this impression. This hesitation elicited

2 "Offensive" missiles refer to surface-to-surface or intercontinental range missiles. "Defensive,, missiles
refer to surface-to'air or anti-aircraft missiles which are considered acceptable for general defense.
3 While most writers have criticized the government's actions, some, such as Peter Haydon, argue for a
reassessment of the situation. On the other hand, Ha¡kness vilified Diefenbaker in his memoirs.
4 DPRCON translates to "Defense Condition" alert status. It starts with condition 5 a¡d as the condition
becomes more serious, its number is reduced towa¡ds I which is war.
s Canada does not subscribe to DEFCON status. This is a US term and structure. Canad.ian forces would
have to be placed on an alert condition roughly similar to the Amencan DEFCoN.
u John Diefenbaker, One Canada: The Tuniultuous Years 1962-1967 (Toronto: Macmillan, 1977), p.g2.



strong criticism from United States officials and nearly produced a cabinet revolt in

Canada, led by Harkness?. The stronger the objections to the delay, however, the stronger

became the resolve of the Prime Minister to stall a decision. The result produced strained

relations between the US and Canada and between the Prime Minister and members of his

Cabinet and the Chieß of Military Staff What resulted was a lesson in how not to conduct

crisis management. From this point on the relations between Canada and the United States

during the crisis was a series of what may be described as misunderstandings and, for the

most part, animosity. Consequently, the Canadian-American relationship reached its

lowest level in many years.

b) Canadian Government Responses:

On October 22, 7962 Prime Minister John Diefenbaker addressed the House of

Commons to deal with the television announcement one hour earlier by American

President John Kennedy on the ordering of a military quarantine of Cuba. Diefenbaker's

speech to the House members was, interestingly enough, precipitated by an earlier call

from Lester Pearson, the Leader of the Opposition, urging the Prime Minister to make a

statement, as if he were reluctant to do so. Diefenbaker stated that his comments would

"understandably" be brief since the President's television speech was "somber and

challenging"s. Apparently, he was not prepared to deal with the issue at that time but was

unable to avoid doing so. While he carefully outlined, to the members of the Commons,

the nature of the American concerns in Cuba. he was also careful to understate the

t Peter Haydon, The Cuban Missile Crisis: Canadian Involvement Reconsidered (Toronto: C.I.S.S., 1993),

p.127-128. Also emphasized in The Harkness Papers, published in the Onau'a Citizen, Oct. 22, 1977 .

E Canada, House of Commons, Debates, Oct. 23, 1962, p. 805.
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problem. His words suggested that his willingness to speak on the matter was only

dictated by his desire to promote "calmness" and to "avoid" panic at this timee. He

strongly recommended that the United Nations (LIN) be charged with the responsibility of

determining the method of handling this serious problem and sending an inspection team

to Cuba to determine if the Cuban bases were indeed designed for purposes other than

defensive in nature. What he wanted was more information before committing Canada to a

definite position militarily or otherwise. This gesture, as J.L. Granatstein suggested,

"...implicitly suggested that the American president and his photographs \ryere not entirely

honest"t0. This was the government's first public response to the American initiatives and

was not well received in the United States.

On the following day, October 23, Prime Minister Diefenbaker found it necessary

to explain his previous day's remarks to the members of the House of Commons. He

clarified his position by stating that he had not cast doubt on the facts presented by the

American president but rather had agreed that there was "ample evidence that bases and

equipment for the launching of offensive weapons have been constructed in Cuba and exist

in sufücient quantities to tkeaten the security of this hemisphere"rl. Having said this, the

Prime Minister re-emphasized his position that the United Nations should put in motion

steps for an on-site inspection of the Cuban bases. However, he continued his clarification

with a toned-down version of the reason for his request so that he would not look as if he

were attempting to upstage the US.

e Debates, Oct.22,1962, p. 806.
ro J.L. Granatstein, "Cooperation and Conflict: the Cou¡se of Canadian-American Relations Since 1945"
in Canada and the United States: Endurins Friendship. Persistent Stress (Scarborough: Prentice-Hall,
1985), p.55.
t 
' Debates. October 23, 1962, p.821 .



The suggestion I made was not intended to compete with
any proposal of the United States that might be placed before
the Assembly, but rather to supplement it by providing a way
in which the United Nations could begin the heary task of
exercising its primary responsibility in respect of the maintenance
of international peace and security.r2

Pressures from within his cabinet also likely provided some impetus for his open

clarification in the Commons. The very intense disagreement that Douglas Harkness writes

about in his memoirs suggests that this was likelyr3.

As Leader of the Opposition, Lester Pearson responded to the first day's

announcement with an affirmation of the Prime Minister's desire to prevent "the shock

from resulting in either a feeling of despair and helplessness on the one hand or panic on

the other"ro. He further agreed that the United Nations was the proper forum for

resolution of the crisis and that the United States should use that forum to aid in resolving

the conflict. He added his belief that the UN and the OAS should both be used to verify

what was really happening with Cuba. This was the extent of the first day's questions.

Curiously, Pearson had not questioned the process of consultation between the allies prior

to the American military initiatives. That task was left to the fourth speaker in Parliament,

H.W. Herridge (N.D.P.: Kootenay West), who asked the precise question: "The members

of this group are interested to know if the Canadian government was consulted or

informed before this momentous statement was made and this policy laid down"t'. But a

clear answer was not forthcoming, on this day.

r2lbid, p.B2l
" Ottan'a Citizen. "The Harkness Papers", October 22, 1977, p.36-37 .

to lbid. p.806.
tt lbid, p.807.
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It was on the second day of parliamentary debate, October 23, when Lester

Pearson finally questioned the Prime Minister on whether the govemment was "asked by

the United States for its cooperation and assistance in the plans announced for the

quarantine of Cuba"l6. Pearson's request \¡/as supported by another question from M¡.

Herridge on the same issue. The Prime Minister finally responded with a short comment

that the goveffrment of Canada had been informed, but he provided no further explanation.

The only other relevant question asked on this second day was from Paul Hellyer (Liberal:

Trinity) who requested confirmation that Canada's military had been alerted and given

special orders. The response from Defence Minister Harkness was that the military's

status had not changed, but no detailed explanation was given and none was requested.

Therefore, after two days of somewhat cursory parliamentary discussion, little was

revealed on the nature of the consultative process and Canada's role in the decision-

making process. In fact, little debate actually occurred in Parliament. What concerned

several members was the international forum being used and who was representing

Canada. The greatest debate, to this point, came with the acknowledgement that Canada's

highest ranking cabinet ministers were not representing the country in the [lN, and that the

Minister for External Affairs, in particular, was not being dispatched to the LINt7. The

concern of the opposition was not so much policy as it was procedure, and what it

considered to be appropriate representation at the world summit. But the requested

clarification was not to occur.

'u lbid, p.821.
tt lbid, p.805.
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It was not until the fourth day, October 25, that any real discussion on the

quarantine of Cuba occurred in Parliament. Lengthy statements were made on Canada's

military readiness and the govemment's willingness to follow the American lead. The

Prime Minister announced that Canadian forces in NORAD were now in the same level of

readiness as their American counterpartsls. Contingency plans in the event of an escalation

in the crisis were also outlined. The Prime Minister finally expressed his understanding of

the threat of the Soviet missiles in Cuba and of the threat they posed to Canada. He called

for the dismantling of the bases in Cuba and stated that it was the Soviet Union which had

"disturbed the balance", so restoration of that balance must therefore come from Moscow

and Cubare. He further explained that the West had refused to proliferate nuclear weapons

in the same manner, so the Soviet Union now had to restore that balance:

There are countries in all parts of the world in which

nuclear weapons could have been installed by the West.

A deliberate decision was made not to do so.We in Canada

have shown responsibilty in this connection in order to avoid

the proliferation of these dangerous weapons throughout the

world.20

His speech was supported by Lester Pearson who affirmed support for the American

position and the use of the UN to resolve this crisis. Pearson went considerably further in

his unequivocal support of the US position and suggested that Canada should not hesitate

in openly following the American lead.

However, it was another opposition member, R.N. Thompson (Social Credit: Red

Deer), who actually questioned the consultative process and the respect for Canadian

It Debates, Oct.25, p.912.
tt [bid, p. 913.
2o lbid, p.913.
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sovereignty. He commented on the question of leadership and claimed that Canadians did

not have to "bend ourselves to all the whims of those who are much more powerful than

we are"2l. In his view, Canadian sovereignty required that Canada not be treated as a

"vassal state"22. He further argued that the crisis provided Canada with the opportunity to

give the leadership in this hemisphere that the two great world po\¡/ers evidently could not

provide. Canada, he concluded, might "move on to assist many of the countries in Latin

America which need assistance and which are looking for leadership"23.

With respect to other government reports concerning the crisis, there is,

unfortunately, surprisingly little that is available or easily accessible. The Annual Report of

the Department of E:<ternal Affairs provides a half page on the crisis. It states only that the

Canadian government restricted Soviet requests to continue to land in and fly over

Canadian territory on route to Cuba since the Soviet Union was not a member of the

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and that flights from other Soviet Bloc

countries would be more carefully inspected for military arïns cargo2a. In addition, it

mentioned the efforts of Canadian authorities to deal with the crisis in the United Nations.

The balance of the report generally dealt with economic issues pertaining to Latin America

in general, inter-American conferences, and Caribbean-Canadian issues from an economic

and developmental perspective. The comments suggested that the region's problems were

rooted in economic underdevelopment and political instability, which adversely affected

living standards and human rights.

2'Ibid, p.915.
22lbid. p.9r5.
tt lbid, p.916.
2a Canada, Department of Exlernal Affairs, Annual Report, 1962, p. 31.
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The Standing Committee for External Affairs and National Defence met on

October 26,28,29, and 3l but concerned itself primarily with military issues relating to

NATO and other general defence issues. Included in its discussions were issues relating to

the costs of running these two departments. Little else was discussed that was not directly

related to budgetary matters. The Cuban Missile Crisis received no further public

consideration from those in government authority. In fact, the entire Latin American

region received little mention.

On October 29 the Soviet Union offered to dismantle the Cuban bases and the

crisis ended. However, the role played by Canada's Prime Minister John Diefenbaker and

his closest cabinet ministers needs to be scrutinized more carefully. While the public and

parliamentary forum provided little in the way of information on the decision-making

process, it was obvious that there was much debate behind closed doors in Cabinet and in

the military leadership. Cabinet solidarity was not there2s. As for the military, its Chiefs of

Staffwould naturally desire clearer indications of political direction for the heightened

state of readiness during the superpower confrontation. Since the US was directly

challenging the Soviet Union and had placed its forces firstly on DEFCON 3 alert

followed by DEFCON 2 alert, the Canadian military command was perplexed about the

delay in being placed on immediate alert. The Prime Minister's decision to delay the order

to the military caused understandable concern and therefore, some critics say, needs

closer examination.

tt J.L. Granatstein, 1985, p.57
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c) Select Editorial Reaction:

Following President Kennedy's public announcement of his decision to quarantine

Cuba and forcibly prevent Soviet ships from delivering any more "offensive" weapons

equipment to that island, the media reaction was swift but uncertain. In their influential

role, the media undertook to explain the situation from a variety of perspectives, and

weighed the th¡eat of nuclear war that conceivably could result from the US action. The

public response to this latter possibility understandably escalated to tension and alarm.

However, few people really understood the situation or the policy of the Canadian

government. Few understood the government's seemingly casual approach to the crisis

and the lack of immediate acceptance or denial of support for the American president. As

the days progressed, the media responded with a few editorials that questioned

Diefenbaker's apparent indecision. While they were not unanimously in support of the US

quarantine, they demonstrated a general frustration with the Prime Minister's

unwillingness or inability to be openly decisive26. A wide variety of Canadian newspaper

journalists scolded the Prime Minister for what they saw as his hesitation or vacillation.

The Toronto Globe and Mail left no doubt regarding its editorial viewpoint:

Any attempt to sit on the fence in this period of crisis,
to remain uncommitted, would be interpreted around
the world as a rebuke to the United States and as aid and

comfort for her enemies. Such a course is unthinkable2T.

The Winnipeg Free Press also demonstrated concern with Parliament's seeming inaction in

a typical editorial:

In the circumstances President Kennedy had no alternative
to the course he has taken. Parliament would have reflected

26 Globe and Mail . Oct.24-25, 1962,p.6.
tt lbid, p.6..
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Canadian instincts more accurately had it spontaneously affirmed
this country's fidelity to its neighbour and to its collective security2s.

The Ottawa Journal was also candid in its editorial comments:

Well we might be understanding of the Americans. Their
danger is our danger, their fears our fears and we are

bound to them by formal alliance and old association2e.

However, leading the opposition to the American action and agreement with

Diefenbaker's unwillingness to immediately affirm support was this editorial in the Ottawa

Citizen.

President Kennedy's decision to blockade Cuba is wrong
because it violates the principle of the freedom of the seas,

a principle for which the United States itself has fought since

the country's beginnings. His decision was wrong, also,

because the blockade is a mild form of preventative war.
Prime Minister Diefenbaker suggested that the eight neutral
members of the Geneva Disarmament Conference might be

asked to inspect and report on the military bases which have
created this crisis. It was a useful suggestion.30

While generally continuing to endorse the Prime Minister's desire not to alarm the

public and to agree with his suggestion that the United Nations ought deal with resolution

of this crisis, the press did continue to condemn the government's inaction in a variety of

editorials3r. What the writers were mainly saying was best summed up by an editorial in

The Globe and Mail, which stated that there should not be any quarrel with President

Kennedy's judgment on the necessity for action, but only on the way in which he had

responded32. Most agreed that full Allied support during the crisis had to be maintained,

28 Winnipeg Free Press, Oct. 23, 1962, p.l.
2t Otlawa Journal, Oct. 23, 1962,p.1.
30 Ottavya Citizen, Oct. 23, 1962, p.2.
3r Globe and Mail , Oct. 24, 1962, p.l.
'2 lbid, p.6.
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with debate possible on-ly on the procedures deemed most appropriate33. The risk of

nuclear war clearly frightened many writers, who felt that an alternative method of

applying pressure to the Soviet Union, possibly in the United Nations, should have been

used first. Only after this had failed should a th¡eatening quarantine have been

implemented. The explicit message in most of the media was that the Prime Minister had

not shown the necessary leadership and, instead, had caused a split in the Western ranks

demonstrating weakness to the Soviets at a time when a world crisis demanded solidarity

with Canada's allies3a.

The news reports, in the first few days, were relatively muted but did provide a

clear public record of the events. Most of what was printed was on regional problems that

presumably had produced depressed living conditions and on general defensive matters

related to the NATO Alliance. Public criticism of the government's handling of the crisis

was mostly withheld until the real danger had largely passed. Only then did real criticisms

emerge in considerable quantity. Initially, headline news covered an occasional page or

part of a page; later on there was little else of substance. A case in point was The Globe

and Mail, which devoted a few pages over the first few days of the crisis but only a brief

commentary on Canada's failure to respond to the American initiatives. It cited a variety

of newspapers, in one or two sentence comrnents, in which the general reaction to the

crisis was determined, for the most part, to be in favour of President Kennedy's actions3s.

Others did criticize the American President, but the most excited commentary was on the

American action in the Atlantic and potential Soviet retaliation. In addition, there were

t'Ibid, p.6.

'o Ibid, p.7.
tt lbid, p. 6.
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several articles summarizing other countries' responses to the crisis and describing Cuba's

economic and political history. There were also only a few responses in magazines, such

as Maclean's, which expressed little concern with the decision-making process or the

protocols of bilateral consultation.

. In general, Diefenbaker's reactions to the American quarantine seemingly were not

considered to be appropriate but few commentators went beyond moderate reproach. As

for the lack of debate in Parliament, few members participated in the debate on the subject

or openly demanded clearer government action. Evidently, Canadian politicians had little

to say publicly. The most notable exception was Prime Minister Diefenbaker himself.

When the crisis was resolved, he appeared to take full credit for "decisiveness" and

"assistance" to the Americans:

...the early prospect of removing the Cuban missile th¡eat
has resulted from the high degree of unity, understanding and
cooperation among the Western Allies. In this, the Canadian
government has played its full part.tu

It would appear that the Prime Minister disagreed with the general feeling that he

had "let down" his American Ailies, and at least some of his cabinet members. But a more

vigorous debate on the Canadian role, or lack of it, would not occur until major books and

journal articles by established professionals in the field of foreign policy were finally

published. In addition, some later editorials in newspapers and magazines dealt with the

cabinet conflicts as that information became known from various sources such as the

Harkness Papers, published in the Ottawa Citizen in three parts in 1977, when the former

Defence Minister denounced former Prime Minister John Diefenbaker3T. Harkness

36 The Globe and Mail, Oct. 29, 1962,p.2.
37 Ottarva Citizen. "The Harkness Papers", October 22,24, and 25, 197'7 .
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apparently wanted the public to know the facts on the Cuban Crisis, as he knew them, and

to correct what he felt was misinformation being published in Diefenbaker's newly

published memoirs, One Canada: The Tumultuous Years.

Harkness claimed that the govemment had been notified at 10:00, on the morning

Kennedy's television announcement, that Livingston Merchant, Kennedy's representative,

was being dispatched to Ottawa with an important message to be delivered in the

afternoon. (The Kennedy announcement on television was scheduled for 7:00 in the

evening). At this meeting, Diefenbaker had a different interpretation of what was required,

since he would not allow the military to be placed on full alert.

The debate has continued to the present, and it must be pointed out that not all

commentators have condemned Diefenbaker. Some writers, such as retired naval

commander Peter Haydon, believe that the Cuban Missile Crisis must be reviewed with a

ne\¡/ perspective and "in a new light"38. He does agree that his view on the decision-

making process of that crisis is still a minority view but he believes it will gain support

when more documentation becomes declassifred While his argument has merit, it supports

the view that the political process was not an important factor in this crisis since the

military had a mandate to deal with crisis situations that would enable it to prepare

adequately without direct orders from the politicians.

d) Scholarly debate and Literature:

Haydon, among others, has pointed out that the overall consensus always

supported the view that Diefenbaker handled the Cuban missile crisis so badly that it

3t Peter Haydon, 1993 , p.216 .
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contributed to his political decline3e. Another writer, a former CBC anchorman, writes:

"While Diefenbaker seemed indecisive and petulant, Kennedy seemed heroic to most"40.

According to another historian, Lawrence Martin, Kennedy showed foreign policy

decisiveness, while Diefenbaker allowed personality differences to cloud his judgment and

produce a split in Atlied policyar. In simple terms, Diefenbaker's leadership ability has been

suspect.

The problems surrounding Diefenbaker were greater than just his personality clash

with Kennedy. they extended to his inability to keep his cabinet fully united, and able to

meet or understand the military need for immediate and clear instructions. What happened

in cabinet was nothing short of a catastrophe, since a crisis of this nature required not only

thorough debate but also solidarity, and coherent decisions. That none of these was

evident, has been pointed out by many writers. J.L. Granatstein has stated that Harkness

was unable to persuade the cabinet to put the military forces immediately on full alert,

although despite his frustration he eventually did what he felt was necessary, albeit without

clearcut authorizationo'. Only when US forces were placed on DEFCON 2 alert did

Diefenbaker reluctantly allow himself to be persuaded by Harkness to follow the

American lead, well after the fact. Knowlton Nash has suggested that the alert status, in its

original unauthorized form, actually was taken much further than even Harkness expected.

the military gave "full" cooperation to their American counterparts and subsequently

tn lbid, p.40.
a0 Knowlton Nash, Kennedv and Diefenbaker: Fear and Loathins Across the Undefended Border,
(foronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1990), p.201.
o' Laurence Martin, The Presidents and the Prime Mlrusters, (Toronto: Doubledal', 1982), p. 182-184
ot J.L. Granatstein, 1985, p.55.
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achieved a heightened state of readiness earlier than would normally have been possiblea3.

This position was also suggested by Haydon who argued that Canadian forces were able

to act somewhat independently of civilian controlaa. This allowed the Canadian forces to

be aware of what their American counterparts were doing and maintain a position of

action-readiness despite government orders, or lack of them.

Haydon differs somewhat from Nash and the others, with respect to the working

relationship between Canada and the United States. He believes that Nash's account of the

situation paints too narrow a picture of Canada-US relations at the time that does not

necessarily reflect the true nature of the working relationship between the two countriesas.

He stresses that the close cooperative relationship between the armed forces of the two

countries prevails over any temporary political differences between their respective

leaders.

In reality, however, it was the political, not the military, dimension which produced

a problematic appearance of indecision. It was Diefenbaker's indignation over not being

"sufticiently" notified in advance of the decision to quarantine Cuba which led to the

problems.. He claimed: "Canada certainly had the right to expect notice longer than two

hours, if military measures were to be involveda6. Diefenbaker and many politicians

believed that the NORAD agreement and the crisis with Cuba required, even demanded,

more prior consultation than just a simple "notification" from Washington, before the

Canadian cabinet could justifiably order Canadian forces to be placed on full alerta7 .

a3 Knowlton Nash, 1990, p.194-195.
oa Peter Haydon, 1993, p. 198-199.
as Haydon, 1993, p.40.
tu John Diefenbaker, 1977, p.78.
a7 Haydon, 1993, p. l?8.
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Haydon believes that expecting any more extensive prior consultation is un¡ealistic,

considering the conditions at the time. His view may be supported by Charles Ritchie:

The handling of the crisis involved speed, accuracy of
timing, and secrecy. In view of the reluctance of the Canadian
government to be involved in any action likely to be provocative
to the USSR it is hardly to be wondered at that the Americans
did not wish to become embroiled in discussion with us of the
daring moves that they were contemplating to meet the Russian
threat. Their reluctance to consult no doubt seemed to them
justified when Ottawa hesitated to put Canada on a state of alert,
only finally doing so on October 24.48.

The issues surrounding the Cuban crisis involved more than just the lack of

communication regarding the alert status of Canadian forces. In fact, the issue also

included questions about nuclear weapons on Canadian soil and American intrusion into

Canadian air space. Charles Doran explains that the Canadian criticism of the US partly

arose because "Canadian air space was threatened by US initiatives vis-à-vis Cuba which

had not been extensively discussed in advance with Ottawa"4e. He argues that since

Canada was totally dependent on the US for national security it was therefore concerned

about the use of force entangling it in quarrels abroad, particularly with the Soviet Union,

thereby placing Canadian territory under increased risk of attackso. This view was reflected

by the Prime Minister in Parliamentary debates during the crucial week of the crisis.

Similarly, the debate continued in Parliament, in cabinet, and among other

interested parties, about the practicality, or the morality, of having US nuclear warheads

on Canadian soil, whether they be on Canadian or American controlled aircraft or bases.

aE Cha¡les Ritchie, Storm Sienals: More Undiplomatic Diaries. 1962-1971, (foronto: Macmillan, 1983),
p.23.
ae Charles Doran, Foreotten Partnershin: U.S.-Canada Relations Todav, @altimore: John Hopkins
University Press, 1984), p.77.
5o Doran, 198.1, p.96.
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Peyton Lyon wrote that External Affairs Minister Howard Green was convinced that it

was imperative to keep all warheads offCanadian soil and out of Canadian hands

entirelysr. The seriousness of the nuclear weapons issue was reflected in the Harkness

Papers. So fearfi.ll was Diefenbaker of the possibility of being dragged into a nuclear war

that he wanted to bar Strategic Air Command (SAC) bombers from the use of Canadian

air fields during the crisiss2.

While the nuclear issue was a major factor in the diplomacy during this crisis it was

secondary to personality conflicts and animosities on both sides of the border. The

literature available supports the view that Diefenbaker might have been able to avoid some

of the problems associated with consultation during the crisis had he not felt slighted by

the American President. Similarly, Kennedy might have avoided some of the

misunderstandings had he not allowed his animosity towards Diefenbaker to cloud his

judgment on Canada and impair the diplomatic process by not taking, at least, the

Canadian ambassador in Washington into his trusts3. From this perspective, there had been

mistakes on both sides, if not mutual failure in leadership. V/hile both leaders failed to

communicate with each other at the correct time, however, it was mainly the Prime

Minister who carried the problem to an extreme. Very few in Canada, at the time, believed

that Diefenbaker had not seriously harmed the situation by his refusal to support the

President. His actions were considered by some to be susceptible to interpretation around

5t Pe¡on Lyon, Canada in World Affairs l96l-1963, vol.12, (foronto: Ot'ord University Press, 1968),
p. I18. Lyon noted that the US u'anted to move nuclear equipped squadrons into Canada.
s2 Barton Bernstein, "Reconsidering the Missile Crisis: Dealing With the Problems of the American
Jupiters in Turkey" in The Cuban Missile Crisis Rernsited, edited by James Nathan, (Nerv York: St.

Martin's Press. 1992), p. 97.
s3 Charles Ritchie, 1993, p. 23 .
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the world as a rebuke of the United States and even as an encouragement to the enemies

of both countriessa. However accurate it might have been, this perception would have a

later effect on US foreign policy regarding future consultations with Canadian

govemments. Unfortunately, Diefenbaker was so firrnly opposed to automatic acceptance

of the American initiatives in the quarantine of Cuba, until the issues could be further

discussed and assessed, that he created a foreign relations imbroglio.

What has not received sufücient consideration, perhaps, is the possibility that

Diefenbaker was not really anti-American, as his actions appeared to suggest, but only

unwilling to risk making a decision that could conceivably hurt Canada. Basil Robinson

has described Diefenbaker as an ardent nationalist who had an intense desire not to be

bullied into accepting US solutions to international problems nor to be pushed into

adopting American concepts of foreign policyss. The weight of the evidence may in fact

support this position. In any case, what occurred in 1962 was a prelude to subsequent

Canadian-American relations: a lack of consultation between Allies and neishbours.

The issue for Canada was not necessarily that the US had failed to consult with

Canadian authorities sufficiently early. The main point may have been, as Granatstein has

suggested, the sudden realization that Canada's contribution to any fast-moving

confrontation between East and West was unimportant, and would likely always be so56.

Thus, Diefenbaker's reaction was only a symptom of the process by which the Canadian

54 Globe and Mail , Oct. 24, 1962
55 Basil Robinson, Diefenbaker's World: A Populist in Foreign Affairs, (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1989), p.16-17. Robert Reford has also emphasized the rnew of Diefenbaker's and Green's
nationalism in their approach to foreign polic', in Canada and Three Cnsis(seúes no.42) (n p )), 1968, p.
152-t53.
tt J.L. Granatstein, and Robert Bothwell, Pirouette: Pierre Trudeau and Canadian Foreisn Policl,
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990), p. 8.
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role in the Western Alliance was being relegated to an unavoidably subordinate position.

His contribution to the process may best be described by Peyton Lyon. "M¡. Diefenbaker

had the distinction of presiding during the years of the most intense cooperation with the

united States and also the most intense conflict, in direct succession!"57

What was missing from this period of crisis \¡/as a clear view and debate on

Canada's policy towards Cuba itself, as well as towards the region in general, in the

context of regional security. This shortcoming became more evident during the 1980's and

1990's, after more crises occurred.

While the United States continues its questionable embargo of Cuba, Canada has

allowed trade, albeit limited, with the Caribbean island. In addition to trade, it has been

Canada's desire to re-establish Cuba's full participation in regional affairs after that

country's American led exclusion. Pierre Trudeau initiated the government's interest in

establishing clearer policy towards Latin America and was later followed by Joe Clark.

In a written statement by Clark in 1990, he emphasized the need to remove the

isolation of Cuba. He did not ascribe blame but simply stated. "The current problems in

Latin America could become more manageable if Cuba were brought back into the family

of hemispheric nations"ss. This was a simple, clear statement, but unfortunately, little

follow-up resulted. The region still continued to be dominated by the American ideological

position. The incidents of conflict in Nicaragua and El Salvador, which the Americans

have determined to be, at least in part, the responsibility of the Castro regime in Cubase,

contributed to making the region more unstable. While this conundrum continued

st Pey'ton Lyon and Brian Tomlin, Canada as an International Actor, (Toronto: Macmillan, 1979), p. 134.
58 Canada. Department of Exernal A-ffairs, Statements and Speeches. 1990, p. 8.
5e J.L.Granatstein, 1985, p. 57.
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Canada's main concern was directed at the economic well-being of the region and

encouraging moves toward more democratization. Thus far, however, it has not publicly

confronted the possibility that US pressures are inextricably linked with regional economic

problems. This cautious attitude was apparent in the House of Commons debates, and in

the Statements and reports of External Affairs. Canada's foreign policy towards this

region of Latin America has remained hesitant; and in this regard over the next three

decades was not radically altered. With regard to Cuba in particular, it maintained, and

promoted, a good trading relationship, in defiance of the US embargo; but it did not

openly challenge the fundamental anti-communist assumptions that were the basis of US

counter-revolutionary strategy. Twenty years after the Cuban Revolution, these

assumptions were especially apparent, in the Grenada crisis.
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CHAPTER IrI

THE INVASION OF GRENADA

a) Description of Crisis:

With the establishment of a Marxist regime in Cuba two decades earlier, the door

opened for other countries in the region to follow suit. Grenada, located so close to Cuba,

attempted just that in 1979 with a coup led by Maurice Bishop, a somewhat moderate

Marxist. Bishop led the country to closer relations with Cuba60. In fact, the Bishop

government soon fell into the category of those states in the region that defied US policy.

Presidents Carter and Reagan both strongly objected to Grenada's new füendship with

Cuba6r. As Reagan's displeasure became more marked, the other nearby countries became

more careful of their associations with that Grenadaut. Thus the small island republic

became more ostracized, and isolated. Such was the influential nature of the US in the

region.

On 19 October 1983, Bishop and one third of his cabinet were killed by a dissident

faction within his own party, which subsequently seized power. A¡ unstable political

situation resulted with the Marxist extremists in the military solidi$ing their control This

was unacceptable to the leaders of neighbouring countries who feared it might encourage

similar coups elsewhere in the region. The possibility of prolonged disorder in Grenada

could have jeopardized the security of these neighbouring governments63. As a result, the

uo S.N. MacFarlane, Superpower Rivalrv and Soviet Policy in the Caribbean Basin, (Oftawa: Canadian
Institute for Internatronal Peace and Security, 1986), p. 57.
6r Reynold Burrowes, Revolution and Rescue in Grenada: An Account of the US-Caribbean Invasion,
(Westport, Conn.: Greenvlood press, 1988), p. 6.
ut lbid, p.7.
ut lbid, p.7.
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members of the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS), suspended trade and

commercial arrangements with Grenada. They were convinced that orderly government

could not be restored by the Grenadians themselves6a. Therefore, they looked to the US

for guidance and the US responded.

Within a few days the US dispatched a small naval task force, diverted from its

destination in Lebanon. It included Marines, sent as a "precautionary measure" to rescue,

if necessary, about 1000 American citizens from the threat posed by the new Marxist

military regime and its Cuban allies, including workers and soldiers already stationed in the

country to help build an airfield65. This initial rescue action served as the prelude to an

actual invasion to restore what the US believed would be a "democratic" ally, and to expel

the Cubans in the process.

President Reagan, still disturbed over the U.S. failure to remove Castro from

power and concerned that Castro was behind the Grenada problem in an attempt to assert

more regional power while spreading Marxism, acted swiftly and decisively. With the

support of Grenada's concerned neighbours (Barbados, St. Lucia, Dominica, Antigua, St.

Vincent and also Jamaica), about 2000 American troops landed in Grenada on 25 October

1983 and, following a brief but fierce battle, secured control of the entire country within

two days66. The American soldiers did engage in battle with a relatively small group of

Cuban military engineers, who were working on the airfield, supported by a number of

e Vaughan Lewis, "Småll States, Eastern Caribbean Secunty, and the Grenada Intervention" in A
Revolution Aborted: The Lessons of Grenada, Edited by Jorge Heine, @ittsburgh: University of Pittsburg
Press, 1990), p.260.
65 Anthon)'Payne, Paul Sutton, and Ton¡'Thorndike, Grenada: Revolution and Invasion, (New York: St.
Maíin's Press. 1984), p.148.
uu Stanley Arthur, Grenada and East Caribbean Securih', (London: The Institute for the Study of Conflict,
1985), p.3.
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regular soldiers considered to be of battalion strengh. Their provocative presence

provided the Americans with additional justifîcation for the invasion. But the US estimate

of 1500 Cubans on the island may have been exaggerated to rouse public and allied

support for the invasion6T.

Even so, the European allies voiced strong objections to the invasion. The British,

in particular, felt overlooked or ignored in the whole affair, considering their past

relationship with the island, and in light of their "special relationship" they supposedly had

with the US. Most Latin American countries were similarly incensed about the invasion,

which awakened memories of American interventions in the past68

Once again this invasion created a problem for Canadian-American diplomatic

relations. As was the case with the Cuban Missile Crisis, concerns emerged over US

consultations, or lack of them, with Canada prior to the invasion. Furthermore, debate and

discussions over the political issues surrounding the problems in the Caribbean, and the

invasion in particular, were generally quite inadequate. Once again, a hemispheric problem

was apparently determined to be outside Canada's realm of concern, nor did Canada's

government evidently feel its actions to be of major consequence. The public debate

appeared to support this modest appraisal.

b) Canadian Government Responses:

Unlike the Cuban Missile Crisis, this situation actually did produce a some

significant debate in the House of Commons. Some members first engaged in discussion

of the Grenada issue on October 20, several days prior to the invasion, when the new

tt Tony Thorndike, "The Grenada Crisis" in The World Todar', December, 1983, p.475.
6E Reynold Burrou,es, 1988, p. 91.
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Progressive Conservative leader, Brian Mulroney, questioned Prime Minister Trudeau on

"the position of the govemment of Canada in regard to the Marxist takeover in Grenada

which \¡/as accomplished by murdering the Prime Minister, a number of his colleagues, and

leading trade unionists on the island"6e. Trudeau's response was to say that he shared the

sorrow for Bishop's death and to express his unwillingness to condone the general violent

actions of the Marxists rebels. However, he refused Mulroney's request to consider

withdrawing foreign aid from Grenada and review the diplomatic relations Canada had

with that country prior to the military coup.

On the following day the questions in Parliament dealt with the recognition of the

new goverrrment of Grenada. The main opposition objections were to what it considered

the government's apparent willingness to recognize the Marxist regime. This, in fact, was

not quite what the record indicated was the government's response. What was actually

stated was the following comment by Jean-Luc Pepin, l,,finister of State for E>rternal

Relations:

...among the factors which are borne in mind in the process

of deciding whether or not recognition of a government should
be given, is the conduct of that de facto [sic] in its relationships
with neighbouring countries. One way in which we come to our
decision is by looking to and consulting with neighbouring countries
on what they will do. If ... all the neighbouring countries of Grenada
should decide not to grant recognition for a period of time...I am

sure this would be a major consideration in the decision Canada
would have to make.To

6e Canada. House of Commons Debates. October 20, 1983, p. 28159.
to Debates, Oct. 21, 1983, p. 28201.
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This response only produced further debate on whether the government of Canada should

have had discussions with the US and the heads of other Caribbean countries on granting

recognition.

It soon became obvious that the Trudeau government was unwilling to acquiesce

uncritically to American foreign policy and this drew comment from the official opposition

party in the Commons. Since the Americans had so repeatedly demonstrated in the past

that they alone would determine regional policy, the perennial questions of cooperation

and consultation now beset Trudeau as they had bedevilled Diefenbaker' Trudeau would

likely hesitate to allow interference with Canadian policy'

On October 24, Mulroney asked the Prime Minister whether Canada would sever

trade with Grenada, as had other regional nations, and withhold diplomatic recognition

from the new regime. once again, the response was inconclusive and demonstrated that

the government was not yet prepared to openly declare its position' This sparked more

heated debate on when the "crimes" of the new Grenada government would become too

heinous to ignore and force Canada to change its relationship with that countryTr'

Furthermore, the safety of Canadians living in Grenada was questioned in the context of

overall Canadian policy during this crisis. The government's response was non-committal,

once again. Suspicion soon arose that the uncertain canadian position on Grenada

possibly led to the American decision not to inform Canada on the planned invasion of the

next day.

When the invasion occurred, the Canadian House of Commons erupted with

questions about the government's offrcial position, in light of the American actions' Brian

tr Debates, Oct. 24, P. 28252'
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Mulroney, an obvious supporter of President Reagan's Caribbean policy, questioned the

Prime Minister on the process of consultation with the Americans and with other

Caribbean countries. But the lack of thorough consultation prior to the invasion was not

considered surprising, since the Canadian government had already presumably

demonstrated its willingness to consider Grenada's "right" to determine its own political

system.

One reason for the invasion had been given as "protection" of American citizens,

along with other foreigners including Canadians, but Trudeau said he was skeptical. In the

Commons, he argued that he was not in possession of allthe facts on the US decision to

invade and hence did not know whether there was any other alternative open to them.

I understand that Secretary Schultz will be explaining the reasons
for the invasion this afternoon and I am prepared to wait to hear
the explanation of the American goverrrment on why they found it
necessary to invade the island in order to protect their nationals. In
the case of Canada I know we had permission from Grenada to
evacuare our nationals...t'.

Following more questions on Canada's position, Trudeau responded, apparently angrily,

with the following.

I cannot see any reason for invading to protect their nationals when
you can protect them by getting them out....If the Leader of the Opposition
is satisfied with the bland explanation that invasion was necessary to
protect nationals, then he obviously knows more than I do. I do not know
why invasion was necessary....I would ask him what would happen if the
United States gave itself authority to invade any country where the
democratic svstem did not exist? 73.

t2 Debates. Oct. 25, 1983, p.2831l.
t3 Debates, Oct. 25, 1983, p. 28312
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This reaction by the Prime Minister suggests that he was personally opposed to the

American action in Grenada but was not yet ready to go on record with that view.

Obviously, like John Diefenbaker in 7962, he was annoyed or angered by the lack of

consultation. In addition, Trudeau and his colleagues probably favoured what he had long

maintained was the right of self determination by small nations. It was no secret that

Trudeau disliked what he considered to be overbearing American imperialism The

Parliamentary debates continued, accordingly, with the Prime Minister engaged in verbal

sparring with opposition members.

The next day the Trudeau government clarified its official position. In a statement

to the House, Warren Allmand (Lib: Notre Dame de Grâce) condemned the invasion:

"There is no doubt that the invasion of Grenada...is a
clear violation of international law, the United Nations
Charter and...constitutes an act of war against Grenada" 74.

This was followed by opposition questions regarding the evacuation of Canadians from

Grenada and the government answer that the US had refused to allow Canadian transports

to land there. While the opposition argued that it v/as government lethargy that produced

this problem, govemment forces countered with the charge that the invasion itself had

stopped an earlier rescue attempt by Canadian forces.

The debate in the Commons further focused on the consultation process when the

Minister of State for International Trade, Gerald Regan, reafürmed that the government's

position rested on the belief that: "...military intervention into another country should only

be taken, if at all, after the widest possible consultation among the other countries

to Debates. Oct. 26,1983, p. 28339.
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involved" 7s. He then advised the House that the US had not yet offered any concrete

evidence ofjustification for the invasion. The debate continued in this manner for the

remainder of question period. The only voice in support of the goverrrment's actions was

that of Edward Broadbent (NDP: Oshawa) who encouraged the government to send a

message of condemnation immediately to the United States. The Prime Minister indicated

that the message already had been conveyed to the United States Ambassador. Accepting

that a message was sent, some members still doubted whether a sufficiently strong

condemnation was in fact clearly stated. That point \¡/as expressed in the House.

Further debate, the next day, rested on the wider implications of the invasion to

other countries of the region, such as Nicaragua. Questions on the potential of another

intervention by the US were raised, but little debate ensued. What did occur was Brian

Mulroney's offering of a quote from the US Deputy Secretary of Defense who explained

that Canada was not consulted, "...because of concerns on the security side that the

invasion shouldn't be too widely known" tu. This was considered to be an astonishing

remark and Mr. Mulroney asked if the Prime Minister had received clarification of this

from the American President. He urged the Prime Minister to resolve this "disturbing" and

"serious" matter with the President. Trust between allies, he emphasized, was of the

utmost importance.

This period of questioning ended with the Prime Minister indicating that many

questions remained unanswered regarding the details of the invasions and the reasons for a

tt 
Debates, Oct. 26. 1983, p. 28342.

tu Debates, Oct. 27,1983, p. 28380.
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lack of consultation with major allies around the world. On balance, the debate was more

animated than what had occurred in 1962.

The Department of External Affairs Annual Report later provided only a brief two

paragraph comment on the episode. It questioned the legality of the US intervention and

suggested that an assistance plan be prepared to counter the social and economic effects of

the interventionTT. The Standing Committee on External Affairs and National Defence also

gave some time to the subject. On the "hot seat" was A.J. MacEachen, the Secretary of

State for External Affairs and Deputy Prime Minister, who had to defend the

goverrlment's position, or lack of it, and explain precisely how the government planned on

following up the issue. At the time, the committee did not itself pursue the issue but

instead chose to concentrate more on budgetary matters and general problems in Central

America and the Caribbeanis .

It was not until March 13 of the following year that the committee resumed

consideration of the issue, particularly the lack of advance intelligence information. Bob

Ogle (NDP: Saskatoon East) had asked the Defence Minister, Jean-Jacque Blais (Lib.:

Nipissing), why Canadian government authorities and, apparently Canadian military

intelligence (or DND) as well, were caught by surprise by the American action. The result

was a testy exchange:

Mr. Ogle: "...What kind of military intelligence do we have about
potential enemies if we do not have any intelligence about
our friends?"

Mr. Blais: "....'We tend to have more trust in our friends, and therefore
we tend to anticipate that we will not need to have intelligence-

" Department of Exlernal Affairs, Annual Report, 1983-84, p.30-3 1.
?8 Minutes of Proceedings a¡d Evidence of the Standing Committee on Elternal Affairs And National
Defence. October 22,1983, Issue 100, p. 35.
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gathering operations against our f¡iends.""

An observer could be excused for considering such discussion another case oftoo

Iittle, too late, and wondering why thorough debates had not occurred earlier. As in the

Cuban controversy two decades earlier it seemed that Canadian concerns warranted

greater debate, and consultation, but the Canadian govenment was still largely "locked

out" of the decision-making process by the u.s., and so had to rely on "trust".

The Department of External Affairs, in its 1985 paper, Directionsfor Canada's

Inlernalional Relalions, managed a cautious observation that it was doubtful "a more

active Canadian security presence in the Caribbean region would have a stabilizing

influence and help to diminish superpower rivalry"80. In a similarly detached disposition,

the Department of Defence "White" paper, Challenge and Comntitment, in 1987 failed to

mention the Caribbean at all8r. The ofücial Canadian position on the region seemed to be a

mixture of disinterest and reticence, with ofücial communiques typically skimpy on details.

.c) Selected Editorial Reaction:

The invasion of Grenada received a fair amount of press coverage. On October 22,

days before the US invasion, an article was published in the Montreal Gazette about the

US naval task force (10 ships) heading to Grenada with a large complement of about 1900

marines to protect the American nationals in Grenada, in view of the recent political

?e Department of Exernal Affairs and National Defence, Standins Conmittee ,Ma7,22,1984, p. 38.t0 Canada. Department of Exernal Affairs, Competitiveness and Securitv: Directions For Canada's

I+ternat¡std Àe!ê!reli, (Ottan'a: Supply and Sen"ices Canada, 1985), p.42.tr 
Canada. Department of National ¡èfónc., Challenge and Commitmãnt: A Defence polisv For Canada,

(Oftau'a: Supply and Sen'ices Canada. 1987), p.42.
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assassination and military coup that destabilized the country82. On October 24, the paper

featured an article on the possibility of an American led invasion of Grenada but then

dropped the story. The Globe and Mail contributed an editorial on October 24 that

suggested Caribbean leaders would intervene in Grenada, backed by the Americans and

provided a little background information on the Grenada revolution itself. On the other

hand, the Ottawa Citizen printed articles, on October 24, explaining the fear Grenadian

citizens in Canada had that Caribbean neighbours would invade their country. Further

articles outlined the problems which Canada had in attempting to evacuate Canadian

nationals f¡om Grenada because of the refusal of landing rights by Grenadian military

offrcials. Little was mentioned in the Canadian newspapers about Grenada of any

involvement of the Canadian government in the evolving crisis, until the actual invasion

occurred.

The day following the invasion, October 26, produced substantial coverage in the

major Canadian newspapers. Editorials dealt with the question of Canadian aid to Grenada

and the feasibility of trade sanctions against the discredited military junta. Major stories

described the war itself and the responses of other world leaders, most notably in

Moscow, and speculated on the effect that the invasion might have internationally on the

American image. The question of the safety of Canadian citizens, among others, was also

important to the media, as was the need expressed by some critics to condem the

American action83. There was little or no discussion of Canada's role. or lack of it. in the

decision-making process leading up to the regional crisis.

82 Montreal Gazette, October 22, 1983,p.|.
83 Ottarva Citizen. October 26,1983,p.1-4.
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Once again, the press did not appear to give much coverage to the issue of lack of

prior consultation. What was deemed important was mainly the efforts of the US to take

control of the island and the subsequent conversion of that country from a Marxist state

under military rule to a friendly, somewhat democratic, pro-American neighbour. Another

issue of concern was the safety of Canadians living in Grenada. Meanwhile, another event

eclipsed the news from Grenada. a terrorist attack killing many Americans in Lebanon on

October 23. Coverage of that attack immediately occupied the news media, distracting

and diverting them from the development in Grenada.

The media debate began in earnest on October 27 when Canada's position on the

invasion was made public. Headlines stated that Canada had officially rebuked the US over

the invasion of Grenadasa; it was also reported that the US had refused to allow Canadian

transport planes to evacuate Canadian nationalsss; and editorials had suggested that

Canadian officials had been warned or "tipped off' about the invasion four days earliers6.

Over the next few days, more articles summarized world criticisms of the invasion, the

lack of any Canadian involvement, and the surprising ferocity of the Cuban and Grenadian

defenders. What now predominated \¡/as a skepticism, expressed by many world leaders,

Canada's included, that there had ever been any real danger to Grenadian civilians or

foreign nationals. Instead, a consensus emerged that the American invasion served little

purpose other than to expel Castro's soldiers, to install a goveriment favourable to the

US, send a warning to other neighbouring countries thinking of leaning towards Socialism

'o Ibid, ocf.27,1983, p.l.
Es Globe and Mail , Oct.27,1983, p.2.
tó Ottan'a Citizen , Oct. 2'7,1983, p. t-7
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or Marxism. The invasion was also judged a public relations success, in contrast to the

"Bay of Pigs" fiasco and the failure of the US to depose Castro in the intervening years.

The Globe and Mail now featured a lengthy editorial by Thomas Walkom that

illustrated the consequences of the invasion to Prime Minister Trudeau's efforts to act as

an international mediator between the superpowers. When the Prime Minister had

embarked on an extensive peace initiative, he was rebuked by the Americans for

interference. The Grenadian invasion and the lack of input by Canada was testimony to

Trudeau's failure to impress the Americans or to place Canada in the forefront of regional

and NATO decision-making. Instead, Canada had been relegated to a subordinate role,

once again, which exposed the general failure of Trudeau's foreign policy87. However,

with Trudeau's failure to support the American action in Grenada, Walkom concluded that

it was hardly likely the Americans would have welcomed Trudeau's worldwide peace

initiatives that attempted to bring the superpowers into some disarmament agreement, or

at least bring them to the negotiating table:

The invasion of Grenada has dealt a severe blow to Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau and his plan to act as an international
mediator between the superpowers.
This action has cast serious doubt on suggestions that Mr. Trudeau,
the urbane and experienced statesman, is treated with special regard
by President Ronald Reagan.88

What was evident in the media reports was that Canada was once again left out in

the cold with respect to regional foreign policy decisions. The consultation process was

seemingly no better in the 1980's than it had been in the 1960's. The Globe and Mail came

tt Thomas Walkom, "Grenada invasion deals severe blou'to Trudeau plan", Globe and Mail , Oú.. 29,
1983, p.l-2.
tt lbid, p.2.
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to the conclusion that Canada was being ignored or misled by its allies, deliberately or

otherwisese. This assessment appeared to be shared by other media outlets as well. The

general feeling was that Canadian political leaders and officials had again failed to present

Canadian policy interests in a manner that our allies were willing to consider and accept.

Coverage of the invasion of Grenada in periodicals was much less extensive; and

insofar as Canada's involvement was concerned,there was little comment offered in the

latter part of 1983 and the early part of 1984. Maclean's featured three lengthy articles on

November 7 and 14, but these dealt exclusively with the dynamics of the military

operation and the potential for other American-led military operations in the regioneo. On

the other hand, Canadian Forum published a brief editorial on the interventionist

tendencies of the US in the Caribbean and Central American regions, noting that the US

had a long history of interventions and always sought to cover its imperial adventures with

"false pretexts" nt. This article also defended Trudeau's opposition to the invasion. While

this editorial opinion might have been in the minority, it demonstrated that there was some

real debate on the issue with both sides being represented.

When it came to American political or military interventions in the region, Canada

was apparently not expected to participate extensively. Therefore, little was written in the

various periodicals that related directly to Canadian policy. Writers, like officials, had a

propensity to focus on economic and human rights issues in Latin America, not on foreign

policy issues concerning the actions of the regional leader, the United States. Little of

te lbid, Oct. 28, 1983, p.12.
s M¡chael Posner, "An Autopsl' of an invasion" in Maclean's, Nov. 14, 1983, p.28-29; David North,
*Washinglon's 

Gamble" and "Operation Fury: Inside Grenada" in Maclean's, Nov.7, 1983, p.26-3 1.tt Joho Hutcheson, "Grenada" in Canadian Forum, December 1983, p.4.
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consequence u/as offered in the periodicals, except in the general context ofthe regional

issues, and this pattern would recur later as more crises appeared in areas such as Panama,

Nicaragua and El Salvador.

d) Scholarly Debate and Literature:

For a number of years, the crisis in Grenada produced an extended academic

debate. What was written, however, centred mainly on the US role and what it sought to

accomplish in the region. Considering that the US had demonstrated its willingness to use

force to eliminate any Marxist threat to the region and in the process create only friendly

governments, the debate focussed on the legal and moral aspects of this foreign policy, but

generally it did not argue for greater Canadian participation in the region.

While official Canadian comments were generally considered to be peripheralto

American concerns in the region, however, Canada's somewhat angry reaction to the

American-led invasion of Grenada clearly demonstrated, as Stephen Clarkson pointed out,

that Canada was not afraid to voice its opinion despite the risk of displeasing

Washingtone2. Clarkson was not alone in this view. Others, such as J.L.Granatstein, also

commented on the Canadian willingness to oppose the Americanse3. Still, the consensus

was that Trudeau's rhetoric served little purpose other than to elicit US resentment while

leaving Canada still without any real input in regional political affairs and conflicts.

e2 Stephen Clarkson, Canada and the Reaean Challenee Crisis and Adiustment. l98l-85, (Toronto: James
Lorimer & C., 1985), p.350.t' J.L. Granatstein, Pirouette: Pierre Trudeau and Canadian Foreign Polisv, (foronto: Universit-v of
Toronto Press, 1990), p.333.
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\{hat is evident in the literature is that scholarly interests in Caribbean and Central

American regional affairs centred on the region as a whole and not on a specific country.

The Canadian Institute of Strategic Studies in a 1985 Forum on Canada, The Caribbean,

and Central America published findings which suggested that the region "seems to be the

great unknown for Canadians" no. The authors further argued that although the Caribbean

was a principal area for Canadian investment (including over $15 billion in direct bank

loans), Canada had "shied away from political involvement in the area" e5. This was said to

contribute to its lack of influence, especially with the Americans, with respect to securing

some consultation before an American intervention. The published proceedings of this

forum demonstrated that the interest of Canadian authorities was to work with regional

leaders but only when asked. One example of this was John Graham's Forum presentation

on the Canadian involvement in the Contadoraprocess* which provided assistance to a

group of concerned countries to develop their own regional peace proposalseT. He

emphasized the question of "invitation", which underscored Canada's reluctance to

impose itself on hemispheric problems. Unfortunately, the question of American-led

interventions and Canada's responses to them was basically ignored.

On a related topic, James Greene and Brent Scowcroft have argued that countries

such as Canada, Japan and those of Westem Europe have a greater willingness, than the

US has, to accept significant social change, even including a revolutionary period, as being

eo Brian Macdonatd, editor, Canada. the Ca¡ibbean. and Central America, (Toronto: Canadian Institute of
Strategic Studies, 1985), Introduction, p.l.
" Ibid, p. L
s "Contadora group" was formed in January 1983 to provide a regional solution to Cent¡al American
conflicts to offset the greater US involvement in the region. It consists of fou¡ states, Mexico, Venezuela,
Colombia a¡d Panama.
et John Graham, "Canada and Contadora" in Canada. the Caribbean. and Cent¡al America, Brian
Macdonald, editor, (Toronto: CISS, 1985), p.89-96.
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compatible with their interestse8. In fact, they argue that the Canadian view supports the

notion that "...political change is more likely to protect fundamental Western interests in

the Caribbean Basin, and in the Third World generally" *. However, Greene has

acknowledgesd that Canadian and other Western nations' interests are also becoming

more focused on the political and military security of the Caribbean Basintoo.

The Canadian Institute for International Peace and Security (CIIPS), established by

Parliament in 1984 to promote scholarship and increase knowledge, published an

occasional paper in 1984 which dealt with the Caribbean Basin. Geoffrey Pearson

authored this booklet and submitted his analysis on the region's problems. His assessment

was centred on the superpower rivalry, partly in Grenada, and on the deeply rooted

hostilities in that country towards the US, in effect lending support to the Canadian

goverrlment's negative reaction to the invasionr0r. While his analysis did deal extensively

with the Grenadian revolution and subsequent turmoil in 1983, he had very little to say

about the issue of Canadian participation in the regional decision-making process, or any

potential for independent Canadian initiatives. In other words, the policy implications for

Canada in the Caribbean Basin apparently deserved little consideration by an organization

established by the Canadian Parliament.

* James Greene and Brent Scowcroft, Western Interests and U.S. Policv Options in the Caribbean Basin,
@oston: Oelgeschlager, Gu¡ur & Hain, 198a), p.20.t' Green and Scowcroft, p.20. The "Caribbean Basin" includes the islands and the countries of Central
America along with Columbia,Venezuela, Panama, Surinam, Mexico, and Guyana. This is employed by
the US to integrate the region for strategic purposes. Many scholars reject this utility of the basin because
it embraces two distrnctly different geographic regions.
rm Howard Wiarda. "Changing Realities and U.S. Poliq'in the Ca¡ibbean Basin" in Western Interests and
U.S. Policl'Options in the Caribbean Basin, James Greene & Brent Scowcroft, editors, @oston:
Oelgeschlager, 1984), p. 82.

'ot S.N. MacFarlane, Superpower Rivaln'and Soviet Polict'in the Caribbean Basin, (Ottarva: Canadian
Institute for Internaúonal Peace and Securiq', 1986), p.55.
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James Rochlin has also provided an opinion on Grenada in his recent book,

Discovering the Americas'ot. He pointed out that because of Canada's strong historical

ties with the Commonwealth Caribbean, some Canadians were incensed over the lack of

consultation prior to the invasion. But beyond this he had little else to say on this subject,

and in that regard was typical of general Canadian reticence.

The Canadian-Caribbean relationship was apparently based on economics,

education, tourism, development assistance, immigration, trade and human rights issues.

Despite the long and somewhat special relationship between Canada and parts of the

Caribbean, surprisingly little has been written on the subjectro3. Furthermore, Canada has

seldom shown more than a passing interest in the strategic importance of the region,

despite its problems and proxi-itytoo. Although, Canada for many years has had a standing

invitation to join the Organization of American States (OAS), it was not until 1990 that

Canada accepted the invitation. Earlier political involvement in the OAS, perhaps could

have produced better communication and consultation. At least one writer, James Guy,

has emphasized that Canada could demonstrate more commitment to the region through

the OASros. It is, therefore, understandable that without such commitment Canada's

influence in the region's political problems has been minimal. But under different

circumstances it possibly could have prevented the embarrassment of the failure of Canada

to be consulted prior to the Grenadian invasion. Indeed, one of the Caribbean leaders

r02 
James Rochlin, Discoverine the Americas: The Evolution of Canadian Foreim Policv Towards Latin

America, Vancouver: UBC Press, 1994, p.I20.
¡03 Brian Douglas Tennyson, "Canada and the Commonwealth Ca¡ibbean: the Historical Relationship" in
Canadian-Caribbean Relations: Aspects of a relationship, B.D.Tennyson editor, (Sydney, N.S.: Centre for
International Studies, I 990), p.2.
loo Brian Tennyson. p.2.
tot 

James Gu1', "The Caribbean: A Canadian Perspective" in Canadian-Caribbean Relations, B.D.
Tennyson, editor, (Sydnel', N.S.: Centre for Internaûonal Studies, 1990),p.299.
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stated that she did not have Prime Minister Trudeau's telephone number, and for this

singularly simple reason could not inform him of the pending invasionr06.

Canada has had a special relationship with some Caribbean countries, especially

the Commonwealth Caribbean nations, and this region could well have a higher priority in

Canada's foreign policy, as Canadian officials are frequently quick to point out. Ho\¡/ever,

as Edgar Dosman argues, there actually has been little systematic discussion of the

security factor in Canadian-Caribbean relations. He recommends that to deal with future

challenges in the region, there is a need for more innovative long-range security planning

to strengthen Canada's special relationship at least with the Commonwealth Caribbeanlo7.

Regardless of this, he concludes that Canada's position in the region is ultimately

dependent upon US good-will.

t* J.L Granatsrein. 1990, p.333.
tot Edgar Dosman, "Points of Departure: the Securig,Equation in Canadian-Commonwealth Caribbean
Nations" in International Journal, Autumn 1987, p. 8}l-84i.
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CHAPTER TV

THE INVASION OF PANAMA

a) Description of Crisis:

Panama was a different situation for the US than Cuba and Grenada. In Panama it

was not a case of Marxist ideology and Cuban influence that precipitated US intervention.

Instead, it was the clash between the dictator, General Manuel Noriega, and the US over

power and control of resources, what little there was of it. It was a struggle over how

much power Noriega would have to manipulate his people, deal in drugs, govern the use

of the canal, and ignore the wishes of the US. What it was not was precisely the excuse

the US used to launch an invasion - the protection of American nationals in Panama. To

better understand the intervention it is necessary to briefly present some of the relevant

history, specifically in the preceding decade. The reasons for this intervention did not

emerge suddenly in 1989, but developed over a number of years.

ln 1979 the Panama Canal Treaty was signed. It provided for the transfer of

ownership of the canal to Panama in 1999 . In the meantime, the US would share joint

administration of the canal, which was essentially US property. After the death of the

Panamanian leader General Omar Torrijos, who had negotiated the treaty, the country's

leaders began dismantling his foreign policy and replacing it with somewhat contradictory

policyrOs. The country's military leaders had differing views on the direction the policy

¡ot Jennie Lincoln. "Central America: Regional Security Issues" in The Dynamics of Latin American
Foreign Policies. edited by Jennie Lincoln and Elizabeth Ferris, @oulder: Westview Press, 1984) p.2l l.
Jennie Lincoln points out that the clearest case of this cont¡adiction was evident in Panama's position
concerning the conflict in Cent¡al America. Panama was a member of the Contadora Group which
proposed the removal of foreign troops and cessation of the arms buildup. However, some Panamanian
authorities, notably Noriega himself, indicated his preference for a military solution to Central American
crises rather than a diplomatic one a¡d further excluded certain Panamanian boundaries from the
decisions.
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should take. While some felt that closer ties to American policy was the correct path,

others felt that an independent path was preferable. On one hand, some policies appeared

to support the Third World orientation of Panama under Torrijos; on the other hand, some

appeared to move closer to the US.

Panama was an original member of the Contadora Group which had sought

reasonable political solutions to Central American and regional problems, but without the

US. It offered a diplomatic solution to regional crises. However, the US was not in favour

of any organization that excluded its involvement, and due consideration of its interests. It

was in this environment that General Noriega assumed a more influential role as head of

the National Guard, since he preferred a more military solution to regional problemsr0e.

The beginning of the breakdown of US-Panamanian relations that eventually led to direct

US intervention probably began here.

Noriega had a long association with the US authorities during his tenure as

commander of the Panamanian military forces. The US tolerated him due to their

important security interests in the region: they wanted continued implementation of the

Canal treaties, access to facilities for intelligence gathering, support for the Contras, and

hopes for obtaining a post-treaty military base agreementrr0. To accomplish this, the US

basically looked the other way while Noriega consolidated his power and expanded the

scope of his corrupt and illegal activitiesllt.

roe lbid, p.212.
rr0 Margaret Scranton, The Norieea Years: U.S.-Panamanian Relations. l98l-1990. Bor¡lder, Col.: Lynne
Rienner Publishers, 1991, p.2.
ttt Ibid, p.2.
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During 1987, US govenì.ment officials and agencies decided that Noriega must be

ousted from power. Up to this point, he had served the US fairly well, but had become a

liability. Detailed accounts of his illegal drug activities, involving US markets, had become

a source of many media stories and, consequently, an embarrassment to the US. It was

reported that he was operating in conjunction with the Drug enforcement Agency (DEA)

while reaping many benefits from the illegal drug tradert'. This was finally too much

controversy to ignore, but for some two years, the US efforts to oust Noriega through

economic, political, and diplomatic pressures, or through promoting an internal coup,

failedl13. President Bush was severely criticized for his unwillingness to back his rhetorical

opposition to Noriega with more concrete actionrra. The resort to force was rapidly

becoming the only viable option.

In full defiance of the US, Noriega seized power in May 1989 after he ignored the

results of a general electionr15. The democratically elected government members were not

only deposed but were abused, beaten and terrorized by Noriega's supporters in what

some would call a reign of terrorttu. The environment became dangerous for opponents of

Noriega's rule, including some US nationals, whose protection was ostensibly one purpose

of the US intervention. By this time, Noriega had been indicted by American authorities on

charges of drug dealing. Noriega's reaction was to basically disregard the American

l12 Michael Conniff, Panama and the United States: The Forced Alliance. Athens, Georgia: University of
G. eorgia Press, 1992, p.154.
"'Richard Millett, "The Aftermath of Intervention: Panama 1990" in Journal of Interamerican Studies
and World Affairs. Spring 1990, p. l-15.
rro Linda Robinson, "Dwindling Options in Panama" in Foreign A-ffairs, Winter 1989-1990, p.188.
trs [bid, p. 197.
¡rt lbid, p.197.
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actions and continue his somewhat brutal management of his country A war of nerves

between Panama and the US now began to move toward hostilities.

On September 1989, Noriega installed a personal friend, Francisco Rodriguez, as

provisional president, after elections were unexpectedly canceled a little earlier in the

yearttt. He hinted that new elections might be held if relations with the US improvedrrs.

This was not to happen. Instead, the US broke diplomatic relations with Panama and

imposed fu rther sanctions.

On October 3, 1989 several of the younger Panamanian military officers, led by

Major Moises Groldi, decided that the hostilities had gone far enough and launched a

barracks coup against General Noriegalle. At first, the US government claimed that it was

not involved, but later acknowledged a limited role. In fact, Brent Scowcroft, the US

national security advisor, later confirmed that President Bush had authorized the US

Southern Command to draw up a plan to use covert forces to apprehend Noriega, but by

that time the coup had already failedr20. The failed coup constituted a turning point in the

situation in Panama and for US objectives. The failure meant that the US had to resort to

other means to depose Noriega, and that could be direct intervention.

On December 15, 1989, Noriega's subservient National Assembly named him

Panama's chief of government, just as its predecessor had done for Omar Torrijos in

1972"r2t. The evening of December 16, 1989, after the National Assembly of Noriega's

personally controlled government representatives declared Panama to be in a "state of

rr7 Michael Conniff, 1992,p.16I.
trt lbid, p.l6l.
rre Margaret Scranton, p. 185.
t20 Linda Robinson, p.202.
rzr Michael Conniff, 1992, p.163.
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with the US, a US Marine Lieutenant was shot and killed by members of the Panama

Defence Forces, following a period of abuse by his captorsr22. The death provided, what

the US considered to be, 'Just cause" for direct military intervention and the arrest of

General Noriega, who the Americans considered to be illegally in power. Therefore, at

12:45 a.m. on December 20,1989 US forces launched an invasion on Panama with the

intention of arresting General Noriega and restoring the democratically elected

goverrrment and order to the country.

The invasion, named "Operation Just Cause" as an American reminder of the

reason for this military venture, was swift and involved about 26,000 soldiers in the

biggest military operation since Vietnamt". Most of the forces were Army, but Marines

and even the elite Navy Seals were also deployed. This invasion force routed Noriega's

forces swiftly in about 18 hours, although some pockets of resistance continued for

several days. But Noriega, who took refuge in a Catholic church, was not apprehended

until January 4, 7990, some two weeks after the invasion. While Noriega was eventually

arrested and tried in the US courts, whether the US succeeded in restoring democracy,

order and prosperity to the country might be debatable.

Noriega began the new year as US Prisoner #41586 at the Metropolitan

Correctional Centre outside Miami, Floridal2a. He remained defiant of the US jurisdiction

in the matter and his lawyer argued that Noriega was a "political prisoner", brought to the

US illegally, and claimed immunity as a "head of state"r2s. This claim was never accepted

r22 Scranton, p. 198-199.
r23 Scranton, p.202. Avery detailed description of Operatron "Just Cause" can be found in Thomas
Donnelly's, Operation Just Cause: The Stormine of Panama. Neu'York: Lexington Books, 1991.
¡to lbid, p.217.
r2t lbid, p. 2r7.
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by the US authorities and the judge ruled against Noriega. The deposed Panamanian

leader went to trial, was convicted, and currently remains in prison.

b) Canadian Government Responses:

The House of Commons generally ignored the activities in Panama prior to the

invasion itself. The first actual discussion or debate occurred on December 20, the day of

the invasion, and centred on the justification for the US action. Despite the general

consensus in Parliament that Noriega's actions had been reprehensible, several opposition

speakers felt the American invasion was not justified. Since a large American military

presence already existed in Panama, they argued that a full American invasion had not

been necessary. Accordingly, they asked the government to officially condemn the

American action at both the Security Council and the OAS. Jesse Fils (Lib: Parkdale)

made the following statement:

At both emergency sessions of the Security Council and of
the OAS, I call on the government to state categorically that
it cannot and will not support any violation of the principle
of non-intervention which would include militarv invasion
of Panama by the United States. 126

Prime Minister Mulroney refused and made it clear that in the OAS Canada would not

support any condemnation of the US invasion of Panama. He cited an official statement

issued by the Canadian government that indicated Canada's regret for the need to use

force but also "understands and is sympathetic to the American action in the

circumstances" r27. Mulroney's argument centred on Panama's declaration of war against

¡26 Canada. House of Commons, Debates. December 20, 1989, p1247.

'tt Ibid, p.7252.
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the United States, the murder of American citizens by Noriega, and by his security

threatsr2s. He repeated his claims that the US acted properly to protect the interests of

their nationals in Panama. This argument reflected the American position totally, thereby

demonstrating ofücial Canadian support for the invasion.

Another issue emerged when it was revealed that Mulroney had been contacted by

President Bush regarding the invasion but only after it was already underwayr2e. In other

words, Mulroney did not fare much better, with respect to consultation, than had his

predecessor during the Grenada crisis. At that time, he had criticized Trudeau for the lack

of consultation by the Americans and suggested that the poor relations between the two

countries stemmed from Trudeau's refusal to support the US on various policy initiatives.

The quick and apparently unconditional approval given by the Mulroney

govemment provided the opposition in the House of Commons with fuel for debate. It

was Audrey Mclaughlin, the newly elected leader of the NDP, who first asked the Prime

Minister if Canadians were left to believe the US has the freedom to use force when it

disapproved of a government and, since Canada avoided criticism of US actions in El

Salvador, if this meant that Canada had no independent foreign policyr30. She further

stated:

If Canada supports the actions of the American government,
does this mean we believe the United States or any other nation
is free to use force when it disapproves of a govemment? What
is Canada going to say to the Organization of American States

and the UN security Council about these issues? V/hat about the
role of intermediary power that this government wanted Canada
to play within the Organization of American States? 13r

r28lbid, p.7252-53.
r2e lbid p.7252.

"o lbid, p.7253.
t't Ibid, p.1253.
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The Prime Minister did not directly respond to this lengthy question but continued

his insistence that Panama had seriously threatened US interests and nationals, thereby

provoking the intervention. He maintained that he would not be critical of the US action

regardless of any Parliamentary pressures to do so:

General Noriega declared war against the United States. A US
citizen was killed by the general's forces and his wife was
threatened. The United States intervened following this declaration
of war, to protect American citizens living in Panama, and it did
so legitimately, by virtue of an international treaty concluded many
years ago. t"

Further questions in Parliament dealt with the principles of non-intervention as

enshrined in international law and the United Nations Charter. The allegedly dangerous

precedent that this invasion could provide was hotly debated. The opposition pursued the

government on the basis of the lost credibility Canada would experience if it allowed any

exception to that principle, even where the US is concernedt". The government's

response was given by Joe Clark, Secretary of State for External Affairs, who agreed that

this kind of intervention did indeed create a dangerous precedent. However, he argued

that "when all else fails and when circumstances are unique" there was justification for

military intervention of the kind pursued by the US13o. He further argued that other

countries in the region, such as Costa Rica (officially regretting the action but not willing

to enter into condemnation), had also not condemned the US action. This Canadian

approval was legitimate, according to the government's logic.

r32 Debates, p.7253.
r3'Ibid, p1254.

''o Ibid, p.7254.
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While all parties expressed their disapproval of Noriega as a brutal dictator and

their outrage at the death of an American, they sharply disagreed on the methods

employed by the US. Bill Blaikie (NDP: Winnipeg-Birds Hill) pointed out several

instances of brutal killings in other countries in the region that had not provoked an

American invasion to restore some semblance of order and justice, including the case of

four American nuns murdered in EI Salvadorl3t. Because Americans had often been

attacked throughout the world, without responding with military intervention, he felt that

the American government was hypocritical in singling out Panama for punitive action:

I ask the Secretary of State for External Affairs this. Is he at
least prepared to acknowledge that there are many other
instances in which regimes attack Americans, attack their own
people, attack their clergy, attack their human rights activists,
and yet Washington does nothing? 136

Joe Clark avoided a direct answer but did suggest that the opposition try some "new

thinking" and consider the special circumstances that often exist in such crises r37. What he

meant was not clarified. at that time.

At the latter part of the first day of debate on the US invasion of Panama, the

members of the House of Commons agreed that it would be appropriate for each of the

three parties to express their respective positions on the events. Clark was first to speak

and restated his government's earlier position on the matter. He emphasized the difference

between the Panama situation requiring US intervention and other incidents in the world

which adversely affected American nationals but received no armed intervention. He

pointed out that the US was in Panama in the first place because of a treaty, alegal

r35 lbid, p.7257.
Itu Ibid, p.7257.
ttt lbid, p.7257
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agreement, that gave it the right to be in that country and, furtherrnore, that it was

Panama's leaders who first declared that a state of war existed between their country and

the US. He then reaffirmed the right of the US to protect its nationals, who had the legal

right to be there in the first place, and concluded his statement with a clarification of his

earlier remark about the "new thinking" that he felt should prevailr38.. He suggested that

members of the opposition needed to move away from stereotypes, whether those

stereotypes were about Americans and their motivations or about small but proud

countries such as Panamal3e. The government's intention, Clark indicated, would be to

make the most of the new situation created bv the events in Panama. He concluded bv

affirming a Canadian role in the region:

We have a role to play in helping to prevent Noriegas.
We have a role to play in helping to provide alternatives
to intervention because our presence can strengthen
initiatives and institutions like the Orsanization of
American States. lao

Clark was followed by Jesse Fils, of the Liberal opposition, who opposed the US

invasion of Panama as a violation of the principles of the UN charter on non-intervention

and a failure to consult with allies. He argued that when one member of the OAS attacked

another member without consulting other members, the result was a useless

organizationlot. The comparison to Grenada was drawn; the Trudeau government did not

support the invasion immediately because it had not obtained enough information from the

US, in contrast to the Mulroney goveffrment which gave immediate support with

r38 Debates, p.7287.
r3e lbid, p32BB.
too Ibid, p. 7288.

'o'Ibid, p.7288.
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insufficient information. Fils reminded the government that the US had 12,000 troops in

Panama at the time of the invasion and those troops, in his party's view, were quite

capable of defending American citizens without a massive invasion using "special forces"

trained in highly aggressive tacticsra2.

The third and final speaker was Bill Blaikie who reminded the Secretary of State

for External Affairs that it was his party that had pressed the reluctant government for an

emergency debate on the issue. He argued that Noriega had only become offensive to the

Americans when he decided that he would no longer follow American plans but instead

sought to create his own policies. He further reminded the government that Latin America

was full of dictators who abused their citizens, and cited both Duvalier in Haiti and

Somoza in Nicaragua who were apparently not offensive enough to the American

government to be threatened with intervention¡43. This kind of American selective support

for dictators \ilas the main focus for his opposition party's objections. As Fils had before

him, Blaikie also warned that there were many other trouble spots in the region which

could provoke similar American intervention. Already, in view of the Panama invasion,

Nicaragua had placed its troops on full alert; thus the Panama invasion, he argued, set a

dangerous precedent that should be wholly unacceptable to Canada.

With the end of the first day's debates came the end of all debate on the Panama

invasion. The Parliament adjourned for the Christmas season after one day of discussion of

the issue and members made no further reference to the question when it reconvened

tt2 Debates, p.7289
ro'Ibid, p.1z9o.
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January 22, 1990. It would seem that one day's discussion of the issue was deemed

sufficient.

The Standine Committee on External Affairs and International Trade met four

times between December 20,1989 and Feb.1, 1990. Its official Report to the House

centred on the impact of Canada's officially joining the OAS as well as the invasion of

Grenada and other trouble spots in the region. It stated that in rapid succession over the

past few months there had been an escalation in the civil war in El Salvador, a breakdown

in the cease-fire in Nicaragua, and an American invasion of Panama. Canada was expected

to actively participate in the quest for solutions to these problemsraa.

The Report stated that because Canada had a long history of involvement in Latin

America, both through government and non-government organizations (NGO's), Canada

should bring to the OAS its strength, purpose, and distinctiveness to support the guiding

principles for its position in that organization. Two of the principles mentioned \ryere an

independent voice and an aptitude for bridge-buildingra5. With these qualities Canada

would provide its own commitment to promote the policies and objectives of the OAS.

While admiring the idealism of this statement, a critic might consider this a high

expectation for Canada in view of the responses thus far to the events in the region.

The report addressed the Panamanian crisis and the apparent division of members

on whether the American invasion should be supported or condemned. However, the

report specifically stated what Committee members believed Canadian policy should be:

raa Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Standing Committee on Exlernal Affairs and International
Trade. Feb. 6, 1990, p.35:7-8.
tot rbid, p.35.7 .
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We are also agreed that it is unacceptable and selÊdefeating
for any one country to continue playing the role of hemispheric
policeman....Canadian policy in the OAS should be directed not
to an uncritical reafürmation of the traditional doctrine of absolute

sovereignty but to the development of multilateral, not unilateral,
means of addressing such situations.la6

This report also stressed Canada's development priorities in Latin America and its

concentration on trade and general development assistance, partly through aid packages.

Furthermore, it expressed the view that Canada's role in the OAS would provide a greater

opportunity for participation in human rights commissions, which had always been

Canada's main interest in the region.

In the Department of External Affairs Statements and Speeches, Joe Clark's

February 1, 1990 submission argued that Latin America was definitely a priority for

Canada and that this country had major interests and real influence there. Dictatorships, he

claimed, were now very much the exception and the trend to democracy in that region

should be applaudedtot. He firrnly rejected what he felt was a perception that since Latin

America was in the US "backvard" Canada would therefore "be forced to toe the

American line - and thus be rendered impotent and irrelevant...or risk Washington's

wrath"ras. Canada, he maintained, could freely agree, or disagree, with the US, as it

pleased, for its own reasons:

It is perverse to argue that, whenever Canada agrees with
Washington, we are doing so for American reasons. Canadian

interests do not automatically coincide with those of the United
States. But neither do they automatically conflict.lae

¡06 lbid, p.35:lo.
ro7 Department of Exlernal Affarrs. Statements and Speeches. Feb. l, 1990, p.2.
tot lbid, p.3.
ton lbid, p.3.
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Referring to the invasion of Panama by the United States, he forcefully reafürmed his

government's previously stated position that the US had been left with no other option but

to invade. Reaching this conclusion, he argued, in no way supported the perception that

his government had little independent policy from that of the US.

c) Select Editorial Reaction:

The invasion of Panama received fairly comprehensive media coverage with

respect to the details surrounding the military action and the difficulty in arresting General

Noriega. Furthermore, the event itself was preceded by editorials citing the Panamanian

authorities as having declared their country to be in a state of war with the US. The media

coverage was small but concise articles outlining the controversy as they saw itr5o. Later,

the coverage centred more on the conditions in Panama and on the US insistence that

Noriega was a "middle man" in the exportation of illegal drugs, primarily to the US,

Therefore, the Americans considered their failure to recognize Noriega's leadership, and

his detention, to be totally justified. There was a little attention given to the shooting of

the American marine by the Panamanian defence authorities but even less given to the

American shooting of a Panamanian policeman two days earlier. These incidents were

apparently judged to be incidental to the whole affair, although in reality, they were

possibly the sparks that precipitated violent confrontation.

The media began focusing their attention on Panama immediately following the

American invasion of that country. Now, coverage was considerable including the

editorials discussing the background to the confrontation and its justification, or lack of it.

t'o.Qttê*a-e[!Zen, December 16, 1989, p.6.
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The American inability to capture Noriega received its share of editorial attention. In fact,

what was written almost appeared to be entertaining because the substantial American

military presence was stymied by the tactics of Noriega. Even the sizable reward offered

by the US for Noriega's capture was heavily publicizedr5r. The various media finally found

a source of much controversv on which to focus.

In contrast with the hesitation and uncertainty shown earlier regarding Cuba and

Grenada the Canadian government had an immediate response to the Panama invasion. It

was reported that Prime Minister Mulroney fully supported the American position, citing

justification for invasion to oust an illegitimate dictator and, as Mulroney stated, a

"thug"r52. He publicly reaffirmed his full support for what he considered to be a legally and

morally justifiable action and, furthermore, refused to criticize the US for failure to consult

with him and other allies prior to the invasion. This was much more forth¡ight than in the

earlier incidents; and perhaps because it was, it did not go unchallenged by the editors who

differed from the Prime Minister on the justification offered by the US. The Montreal

Gazette was a prime example with its comments stating that it was "Ludicrous for

Washington to maintain it has legal right....Canada was remarkably quick to jump on US

bandwagon"ls3.

Shortly after the US action the media began their criticism of the invasion and

ofücial Canadian support for it. The same newspaper published articles titled: "Cloak of

Legality Fits Badly in Panama" and "Experts Cast Doubt On Legal Authority Cited By

rsr Globe and Mail, December 21, 1989, p.l.
rs2 Montreal Gazene. December 2I,14.
tt'Ibid, p.2.
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IJS" r54. The Globe and Mailjoined in the criticism with articles titled: "Intervention Adds

Notch To US Gun" and "The Invasion Should Be Condemned" 
155. The Ottau'a Citizen

was similarly explicit with an editorial: "Panama Landing Inexcusable" which also

condemned Washington for the suggestion that it was legal to invade; and it followed

with editorials saying "US Has Long Legacy of Invasions" and "Canada, Britain Alone in

Defending Invasion"rsu. When reading the details of these and other articles and editorials

it became obvious that opinions were generally strong in opposition to the US action and

to the surprisingly swift and virtually unconditional support by the Canadian government.

It would have been difficult to find any "real" support for the invasion across the country.

The media coverage, and condemnation, was quite relentless for many days. While

most sources agreed that General Noriega should have been removed from power, the

media disagreed with the method employed by the Americans. They almost unanimously

decided that Noriega \¡/as to be toppled, but without the use of a major invasion force.

Diplomatic means were considered to be preferable, but were considered underused by the

Americans. Furthermore, the US was believed to already have a considerable military

presence in Panama thereby negating the need for American "special forces" to invade.

One writer on this theme suggested that the US had itself created "the monster" of

Noriega and only removed him when he was no longer an asset but instead an

embarrassmentrsT. Such criticisms continued for several days, reinforced by particularly

strong reports of the tragic consequences for the population of Panama caught in the

tso lbid, p.z-3.
tss Globe and Mail. Dec. 21, p.3, 6.
t56 Ottarva Citizen, Dec. 21, p.2,6-7.
ttt Ibid, p.6-7.
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aftermath of the invasion and the surprisingly effective method employed by Noriega of

evading capture.

Since the Canadian government had devoted very little time in Parliament to the

invasion of Panama, and given Mulroney's quick acceptance of the US position in this

affair, the media found much to condemn. For its part, however, Parliament spent no

further debate on it, and the Prime Minister refused to debate his actions, or lack of it,

evidently considering the matter closed. Consequently, no further activity was undertaken

Once the anest of Noriega took place, all political parties appeared to drop the matter. It

was left to the media to continue the debate. and the criticisms.

d) Scholarly Debate and Literature:

As Jorge Castafieda noted, the invasion of Panama was "the first attempt by the

United States to justify the use of force abroad on the grounds of drug enforcemen¡:: r58.

This was precisely what he considered the invasion to be about, and not the suggestion

that there had to be a restoration of democracy to that country for some altruistic reasons.

This US action was denounced by the OAS and by the rest of the countries in the

Americas, except Canada and El Salvador. While Costa Rica officially regretted the

action, it would not enter into actual condemnation. The Canadian government insisted

that Canada had an "active and independent role to play in the hemisphere" r5e. However,

Canada's actions, with such unequivocal support for the US, appeared to be at variance

with the position of most members of the OAS. This is the underlying message that many

l5E Maxu'ell Cameron, "Canada and Latin Amenca" in After The Cold War. edited by F.E Hampson and
Ç.J. Maule. (Ottarva: Carleton Universilv Press, l99l), p.l10.
"n Cameron, p. I I l, (quoted b¡' Cameron from a statement by the Right Honourable Joe Clark;
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scholars state. Furthermore, Canada's actions could potentially undermine its position as a

new member of the OAS, which would take effect on January 8, 1990. Credibility as a

member truly independent of the US was at stake here.

While Canadian policy had sharply differed from that of the US in past years, the

welcome that accompanied Canada's decision to ofücially join the OAS was somewhat

muted by the policy of the Canadian government in the invasion of Panama less than a

month earlier. James Rochlin expressed this view when he pointed out that Canada was

the only nation in the western hemisphere besides El Salvador, a staunch American client

state, that had virtually unconditionally supported the US actionr60. He also noted that

this was exactly the kind of episode that Ottawa had feared OAS membership would

entail; having to side either with the US or with an overwhelming majority of Latin

American states on highly contentious issueslul

Regarding Panama, Canada's position in the OAS, according to the critics, only

echoed that of the US, and likely left other Latin American leaders with the perception

that Canada was subordinate to US policyr62. The result was something of a diplomatic

embarrassment for Canada and in the future left the Canadian position, with respect to its

independence regarding American interventions, somewhat suspect.

Apart from raising this warning, the Canadian scholarly responses to the invasion

of Panama were somewhat sketchy. Little has been written about it and, aside from

economic and trade issues and to some degree the aftermath of the invasion's effects on

tuo James Rochlin, Discovering the Americas: The Evolution of Canadian Foreign Poliry Torvards Latin
America. (Vancouver: UBC Press, 199a), p.193.
tut Ibid, p. 193,
tut lbid, p,193.
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the plight of the Panamanian population, discussion centred on the general regional

problems which precipitated interventions of this sort. A few writers went beyond this to

comment on Latin American problems with influential military dictators, who have placed

their countries in precarious difficulty. Such was the case in Panama, as Hal Klepak and

David Haglund pointed out in several of their writings. While Panama was not singled out

by them, their comments demonstrated that this kind of situation was at the root of the

problems in many Latin American countries, including Panamar6'. It was here that Canada

could play a role, by promoting assistance for democracy and human rights. Furthermore,

it was suggested that Canada's security interests were tied to those of Latin America in

general. However, what was not argued by the scholars was the degree of independence

from the US that Canada's policy should project to give credibility to its position in the

OAS. For example, while pointing out that US interventions in Panama and other Latin

American countries had negative consequences for the American image, Klepak argued

that they might have succeeded in removing thorny problems for the US and, in the long

run, achieve a higher degree of security in the regiont6o. While this might have had some

truth, he did not conclusively demonstrate how this validated the Canadian position of

almost unconditional support for the invasion of Panama or the possibly negative

perceptions of Canada's credibility regarding its respect for the selÊdetermination of

other members of the OAS.

163 Hal Klepak, "Canadian Security Interests in Latin America" in Canada and Latin American Securih'.
edited b1'Hal Klepak. (Laval, Quebec: Meridien, 1993), p.105. A simila¡ point is covered by Dar.id
Haglund "What are Canadian Security Interests in Latin America?" in the same book.
tuo Hal Klepak, Canada and Latin America: Stratesic Issues For The 1990's, ORAE Exta-Mural Paper

no.54 for the Department of National Defence, Ottawa, 1990, p.160-161.
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CHAPTER V

THE SITUATION IN NICARAGUA AND EL SALVADOR

a) Description:

The United States repeatedly intervened in Central America, over a great many

years, and during the tenure of many presidents. However, the most recent problems in

this region involved basically three American presidents; Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan,

and George Bush. These presidents, in one way or another, had influenced the political

development in Nicaragua and El Salvador and the extent that American intervention

would affect the civilian and military dynamics of Central America. Whether or not

American involvement assisted or disrupted the resolution of the political crises in

Nicaragua and El Salvador may be arguable, nevertheless, the US demonstrated a strong

desire to intercede in this region's problems, resulting in a crisis for the American image

internationally.

Nicaragua was a different situation from the three cases discussed in the previous

chapters. The US did not invade Nicaragua, or its neighbour El Salvador, by direct

military means. In these countries, the US influenced decisions or indirectly aided one side

or the other in the revolutionary civil wars. In the case of El Salvador, the US supported

the government of that country, with both financial and military aid, and dispatched

military "advisors".to assist by advising that government in its fight against rebel forces,

that were allegedly being supplied by the governments in Nicaragua and Cuba. In the case

of Nicaragua, its Sandinista government was strongly opposed and harassed by the US,

for example in mining the harbour outside of Managua. Furthermore, there was some
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suggestions that American CIA agents were actually physically assisting the Contra rebels

in their struggle against the Sandinista government in Nicaragua. While the US

intervention in these Central American countries was substantial, it did not include direct

military invasion. The question is why, and precisely how, did Canada respond differently

in these situations in light of the apparent American military restraint?

US involvement in all of Central America has had a long history. For example,

Nicaragua was actually occupied by the US in the early part of this century, finally

withdrawin gin 1932 after ensuring that General Anastasio Somoza was entrenched firrnly

in power for some forty yearstut. After the overthrow of the Somoza goveffIment by the

Sandinistas in 1979. as Calvin Bricker has noted, American attitudes reached new levels of

concern:

The Sandinista overthrow of the US-backed Somoza dictatorship

in Nicaragua marked a watershed in the development of US-Central
America relations. Previously, the United States had taken a dis-

interested - though at times interventionist - view toward activities in

the region. The coming to power of a new revolutionary government

in America's "bacþard", however, was cause for a significant

restructuring of American foreign policy toward Central America.166

The revolution in Nicaragua offered the Soviet Union another opportunity to

infiltrate the US zone of influence; and the cool American reception of the new "leftist"

regime facilitated this development. With few available options, the Sandinistas accepted

Soviet assistance, which further annoyed the US government, and persuaded many

Americans to want the Sandinistas removed from power as quickly as possible.

rtt Christopher Dickey, "Obedezco Pero No Cumplo (I Obey But Do Not Comply)" in Cent¡al America:

Anatomv of ConJlict. edited by Robert Leiken, (New York: Pergamon Press, 1984), p.36'37 .

tuu Calr"in Bricker, Central Amenca and Peacekeepine: A Workshop Report. (Toronto: York Centre For

International and Strategic Studies. 1986), p.14.
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As the Sandinistas began a conversion to the "socialist" system of government,

they began a "purge" of non-Marxist offrcials from influence in the country which further

alienated the US167. Whether or not "socialist" was an accurate depiction may be

considered irrelevant since perception was enough to create the opposition. Within

Nicaragua, meanwhile, local opposition to the Sandinistas took shape in another

revolutionary group, the Contras. In time, the latter became recipients of considerable

American assistance enabling them to pose a strong alternative to what US President

Ronald Reagan's administration viewed as "a dangerous Marxist-Leninist revolutionary

dictatorship directly threatening US national security"168. In this way, the conflict in

Nicaragua escalated. The escalation was extremely detrimental to the general Nicaraguan

population.

El Salvador was a somewhat different situation for the US. Here, the US aided the

existing government against a revolutionary rebel force that reportedly had support from

the neighbouring Sandinistas and from Cuba. The US propped up the right-wing regime

which could not even control its own military factions allegedly responsible for numerous

severe human rights violations, all in the name of democracy.

However, the situation in El Salvador was actually somewhat more complicated

than this. ln 7972,amid charges of election fraud, the existing leadership had not allowed

the apparent election winner, Jose Napoleon Duarte, to become president, Instead, the

government authorities declared Colonel Arturo Molina to be presidentr6e. Molina did not

implement the widely expected reforms and exiled or imprisoned opposition leaders.

rut lbid, p.14.

'ut Ibid, p. l4-r5.
tu'Liisa North, Bet*'een War and Peace in Central America, (Toronto: Between the Lines, 1990),p.75.
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Monstrous human rights violations allegedly escalated under Molina's successor, General

Carlos Romaro, finally prompting US President Jimmy Carter to suspend military

assistance to El Salvadortto. Small groups of radical Marxist nationalists emerged and

began guerrilla warfare, supported, it is believed, by neighbouring Nicaragua under the

new Sandinista regime. The growing repression in the country provided the guerrillas with

greater popularity. Radical "death squads", tied to the regime's military-security forces,

also emerged producing even more chaosltl.

In 1979, a military-civilian junta was formed through a coup d'etat, but it excluded

the revolutionary groups. By March of 1980, only the right-wing remained in the

government to provide a civilian facade. Further realignments eventually produced a

reconstituted junta consisting of reactionary military ofücers and right-wing elements led

by Duarte. It was this final group that was eventually supported by the US. By this time,

the country was in the midst of a full scale civil war. The only result of this tragic situation

was an increase of human rights abuseslt2. While Duarte \¡/as successful in the 1984

presidential elections, becoming the country's first civilian head of state since 1931, the

conditions for reform and democratization remained elusive and the civil war continued.

US assistance failed to achieve an early and effective improvement. Throughout all this

chaos, representatives of the Canadian government and non-governmental organizations

(NGO's) remained fairly active and vocal, particularly in denouncing flagrant violations of

human rights.

rto Walter Lefeber, "Bu¡dens of the Past" in Central America: Anatomv of a Conflict, edited by Robert
Leiken, (New York: Pergamon Press, 1984), p. 64.
Itr Ibid, p.?5.
tt' Liisa North, Bitter Grounds: Roots of Revolt in El Salvador (2nd ed.) Toronto: Betu'een the Lines
Publishing, 1985, p.82-83.
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Notwithstanding their differences, the situations in El Salvador and Nicaragua

were inextricably linked in the US assessment, which blamed the Marxist element in both

countries for prolonging conflict and instability. The US appeared to disregard the human

rights abuses in El Salvador, which \¡/ere apparently caused by government forces, while

any suspicion of abuses by the goverrlment of Nicaragua was strongly opposed by the US.

However, the Contra rebels, who were also suspected of atrocities, received continued

and very substantial American assistance (according to one estimate,$100 million in 1986

alone)r73. This ambiguity in American policy toward the Central American states produced

considerable Canadian responses, both official and non-ofücial. These responses will be

the subject ofthe subsequent sections ofthis chapter.

b) Canadian Government Responses:

Since the situation in Central America was troubling for many years, the responses

from Canadian authorities were more extensive and intensive than was the case in Panama

and Grenada. But there was no single crisis, invasion or event, that elicited a reaction from

Canadian authorities and NGO's. This was mainly a human rights issue in which

Canadians were allowed more time to consider their responses to the complex situations.

El Salvador received most of the attention during the debates in the House of

Commons through the 1980's as tragic human rights abuses were publicized. In 1980,

Pauline Jewett (NDP. New Westminster- Coquitlam) forcefully raised the issue with her

request that the Trudeau government urge the US to cease its intervention in El Salvador

t?3 Kenneth Sharpe, "US Poliry Towards Central America"-in Crisis in Central America: Regional
Dvnamics and U.S. Polio' in the 1980's, edited by Nora Hamilton et al, Boulder, Col.: Westview Press,
1988, p.24.
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and halt military aid to what she characterized as a repressive regime, that was discredited

by the political murders reportedly being committed by the ruling juntarTa. However, the

government response that the US aid was purely of a "defensive" nature, but that it would

take another look at the situation to determine if its policy required a reassessment. It was

obvious that the goveffiment was clearly reluctant to make any hasty decisions, involving

the US actions in El Salvador, which could have unforeseen repercussions.

In 1981, the questions and subsequent debate on the Central American conflicts

were most extensive. Not many sessions escaped some questions or commentary on the

US actions, which several members of Parliament perceived to be so detrimental to the

region as to add more fuel to the fires there. In a motion on March 9, 1981, Edward

Broadbent (NDP: Oshawa) condemned the government for its failure to protest publicly

against American support for the military junta in El Salvador, and he called upon the

Prime Minister to take a stronger position. He followed this motion with a lengthy speech

outlining his party's position on what it believed to be at the root of the problem in Central

America. He outlined in detailthe region's history and relationships with its powerfi;l

neighbours to the north, both the US and Canada. This speech was one of the longest and

most significant of the year. Furtheffnore, it was followed by lengthy presentations by

other members of the Commons, who also wanted their views known on Canada's role in

Central America, especially El Salvador and Nicaragua. These two countries represented

the cornerstone of Canadian and American policy in the region.

Broadbent's presentation depicted fairly gruesome atrocities in El Salvador by its

repressive goveffrment. He cited a former US Ambassador who had reported that the

r7o Canada. House of Commons. Debates, October 15, 1980, p.3687.
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government of El Salvador was responsible for the murders and executions of thousands,

all "covered up by the so-called reformist agrarian proposals which have been...a sham"l75.

He also described what he called a gruesome act involving murder of more than 600

peasants by Salvadoran national guardsman as these peasants attempted to flee to

HondurasrTu. Fo. some time, he continued his relentless attack on the perpetrators of the

problems. The following passage illustrates the tenor of his remarks:

The reality is that El Salvador is in a state of bloody civil war
produced by a right-wing regime. This fact is obscured by the
present United States government, which keeps portraying the
present junta as representing moderation between the violent
extremes of the left and right. The reality is quite different. The
junta is part of the extreme right and is bereft of any popular
support in the countryr77.

Broadbent concluded his speech with an appeal to the government to discontinue its

vacillating positions on the moral and practical issue of foreign policy and take a firm

stand. "It is time to get offthe fence. It is time to take some initiative to bring peace to

this troubled land"r78.

One of the responses by the Secretary of State, Mark MacGuigan, involved a

criticism of the suppositions in Broadbent's motion. He stated that the fundamental

problem with motion was that its drafters were people with an "obsession with black and

white" and that "black is always to be...deemed the colour of the American side and white

that of the fighting left"r7e. He continued what appeared to be the policy of government

rt5lbid, March 9, 1981, p.8028.
rtt lbid, p.8028.
ttt lbid, 1981, p.8o2s.
rtt lbid, p.8o3o.
tt'Ibid, p.8032.
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not to condemn the US so dogmatically, although he acknowledged that the situation in El

Salvador was being torn apart by brutal excesses.

For the opposition Progressive Conservative Party, Flora MacDonald claimed that

the Central American crisis was more complicated than just US intervention. She argued

that the Canadian government needed to be particularly concerned with the situation in

that region since the stream of potential refugees could produce difficulties for Canada.

This verbal sparring continued throughout the session, without agreement.

One of the most intensive debates on Central America in the House of Commons

pertained to the mining of Nicaraguan ports in 1984, reportedly by the Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA) on the approval of President Reagan. Debate began by considering whether

this action required a strong condemnation. Opposition member, Jim Fulton (NDP:

Skeena), called the American action an act of terrorism and compared it to the Soviet

invasion of Afghanistanlso. He was then chastised by Acting Secretary of State, Gerald

Regan, for condemning the US with insufficient proof that they were indeed responsible,

although Regan did agree that the mining of any port would be a breach of international

law. Next, Prime Minister Trudeau confirmed his disapproval of the US action, if indeed

they were responsible, but restated his Minister's earlier comment that there was no

absolute proof that the mining was done by agents of the government of the United States.

Fulton's response, in turn, was to remind the Prime Minister that reports from the US

Senate had confirmed that President Reagan had indeed given the order to mine

Nicaragua' s harboursr8r.

ItoDebates. April ll, 1984, p.2936.
tt' Ibid, p.2937.
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Broadbent also reminded the goverrrment that the Speaker of the US House of

Representatives had himself acknowledged that the mining of the harbours clearly was

legally indefensible. He then urged the Prime Minister to condemn the action because it

would only undermine efforts to achieve peace in the regiontt'. The government response

again came from Gerald Regan who assured the House that the Canadian government had

already expressed its concerns to the US . Beyond this, three opposition attempts to

extract a more direct commitment from Prime Minister Trudeau were unsuccessful.

The heated exchanges continued throughout the day's question period, with

opposition members repeatedly condemning various American activities in Central

America, while the government members sparred with them on the interpretation of the

evidence and how strong Canada's response should be. This kind of on-going debate

indicated the greater importance parliamentarians attached to the civil wars and general

deterioration in the Central American region, than had earlier been the case with respect to

Grenada, Panama and Cuba.

This was probably so because international peace and security clearly involved, and

the numerous local conflicts were now taking on international or Cold War significance.

For this reason, the government was continuously criticized for its alleged lack of action

to reduce tensions in the region. For example, Mr. Skelly argued that very point:

The CIA has organized, funded and armed rebels who have

killed 13,000 Nicaraguans to date. Canada was silent on that.

The CIA has assisted in the mining of three major ports in
Nicaragua to destroy the economy. Canada has been silent on

that. The CIA has provided aircraft which have bombed
refineries in Nicaragua. Canada is silent on that. Canada has not responded
to calls from other nations to become actively involved in seeking

rtt Ibid, April 10, 1984, p.2900.
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peaceful solutions to the conflict in El Salvador. In essence, Canada
has acquiesced to the United States.tt'

This criticism was echoed by others, but the Trudeau goverlment was adamant in

maintaining that it had already provided adequate criticism of US. Wanen Allmand (Lib.

Notre Dame de Grâce), speaking for the government at the time, indicated that the

Canadian govemment was supportive of the Contadora proposal for peacefully negotiated

solutions to the Central American conflicts. This reaction by the government was

customary in the regular debates on the issues of international conflict. Regardless of the

government's apparent philosophical differences with the US on foreign policy issues, it

evidently felt more comfortable in not condemning the US openly and vigorously. Instead,

carefully chosen, and often non-committal, comments were judged to be sufücient and

appropriate.

The issue of the trade embargo imposed by the US on Nicaragua in 1985 was

raised frequently, but in one particularly strong exchange between Prime Minister

Mulroney and Jean Ch¡etien a clear picture of their respective positions on the subject

resulted. Past arguments in the House now returned to haunt the members. Ch¡etien

launched the encounter with a question.

Could the Prime Minister inform the House whether commun-
ications with President Reagan have deteriorated to the point
that the Prime Minister is no longer notified of decisions that
shock Canadians, such as the embargo on trade with Nicaragua,

especially since last year in the House he said it was an insult that
President Reagan had not given the Prime Minister advance notice

of the invasion of Grenada? Does the Prime Minister not think
he should take the same position on this latest decision, where the

economic survival of the poor people of Nicaragua is at stake?l8a

rt3 Ibid, p.3 r98.
Ito Debates, May 6, 1985, p.4431.
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The Prime Minister's response r¡/as one of agreement and he emphasized that the US

embargo was indeed a unilateral action, which was being strongly opposed by the

govenrment of Canada. This opened the door to further criticism of an apparent

difference of opinion with Joe Clark, the Secretary of State for External Affairs. Following

President Reagan's announcement in May of 1985 that the United States was imposing

economic sanctions against Nicaragua, Joe Clark had attempted to distance himself from

the President's announced policy. He was reported by the Toronto Star to have stated:

"Its their policy, not ours", and indicated that he was committed to maintain

developmental assistance to Nicaraguars5. Clark further publicly stated: "I think we should

have been notified"186. However, Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, from Bonn, Germany,

publicly disagreed with his minister by saying he was not displeased with the lack of

consultationttt. This public disagreement did not escape the members of Parliament, who

used it to embarrass the government, suggesting that the general public, not to mention

the offrcials of other countries, would be a little confused by the apparent contradictions in

Canadian policy. In this vein, Jean Chretien, had quickly pointed out that if Mulroney did

not agree with the Secretary of State then the Canada public should have been informed,

and he asked Mulroney: "Who is speaking for Canada when we are talking in this House

and abroad about external affairs?" 188. The Prime Minister conveniently side-stepped this

question with another affirmation of his opposition to the American embargo.

r8s Toronto Star,May 2,1985. Also cited in Maclean's, May 20,1985, p.20
ttu &@o-S!aL May 4, 1985, p.4.
ttt bt!o-S!aL May 2, 1985, p.3.
ttt Debates, Ma1' 6, 1985, p.4431.
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Subsequent debates produced a continuous flow of questions about the situation in

Central America. In the following years, Liberals and New Democrats repeatedly

attempted to embarrass the Prime Minister for his apparently unconditional support of all

American actions. Since Mulroney had always maintained that a friendlier relationship

with the US and endorsement of US actions internationally would likely earn more

advance notice in the event of aggressive action by the US, the opposition me¡nbers in

parliament now exploited the opportunity for criticism of Mulroney's foreign policy. They

ridiculed the Mulroney method as servile, but ineffective in securing any more

consultation than had been the case with earlier governments.

The question of human rights violations in El Salvador and Nicaragua frequently

surfaced in the Commons. In 1986, Ontario New Democrat, Dan Heap (NDP: Spadina),

was at the forefront of the attack on the government for supplying aid to El Salvador

despite the many documented cases of human rights violations by El Salvador's Treasury

policelse. The government's response was usually one of agreeing to investigate the

allegations and responding at a later date. Usually, little of substance ever came of these

promises.

In 1987, the oppositlon, again spearheaded by Heap, relentlessly attacked the

government for condoning the considerable US aid to the Contras, despite their reported

responsibility for numerous deaths and torture of innocent civilians. He graphically

described details of the killing of an innocent mother after her baby was taken from her,

the burning of some 25 houses, and the grisly killing of a fourteen-year-old boyrÐ. His

rEe lbid, :May 29,1986,p.13772.
t* Ibid, Ma¡ch 27, 1987, p.4623.
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pleas for Canadian goveffiment intervention to protect the civilian population of Nicaragua

were virtually ignored. The Prime Minister refused to accept the facts as presented, and

refused to lay blame on the US.

Such attacks by opposition members continued for several years. The Iran-Contra

scandal, arising from the illegal sale of arms to the Contras, produced a prolonged

controversy in Parliament. The opposition continued its condemnation of US efforts in

Nicaragua while the government tried to defend the US actions, but without fully

supporting them. In this regard, the Mulroney govenment was little different from the

Trudeau govenrment. It indicated concern over events in Central America, but remained

careful not to aggravate or disrupt its newly acquired friendly relationship with the US

government. Nothing much changed except that Mulroney was even less inclined to

concede any points to the opposition than his predecessors had been. He was, by

temperament, more combative.

The situation in Central America also received fairly extensive coverage by the

various Standing Committees on External Affairs throughout the 1980's. In 1980, the

committee members acknowledged the crisis and debated the various possibilities.

Numerous recommendations were presented to the government on Nicaragua and El

Salvador, in particular. Aid and development considerations, human rights, political

stability in specific countries, refugee problems, and social service to the troubled nations

were the basis for the recommendations. The August 1981 report to Parliament reflected

the committee's concerns and suggestions, but did not confront the question of US

interventions.
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The July 1982 Report to the House of Commons by the Standing Committee on

External Affairs similarly expressed clear concern over the region's difficulties. After a trip

to the area, the members of the committee identified what they referred to as a potentially

dangerous situation in Central America.

In Costa Rica, El Salvador, and Nicaragua we were made aware

of the danger of existing tensions and conflicts escalating into a

region-wide war...Costa Rica is also concerned about instability
in other parts of Central America. It is particularly worried that
Nicaragua is both the object of outside hostility and is itself
pursuing a course of increased mobilization. lnt

While discussion at these committees on Central America were extensive, the

recommendations that resulted appeared to be carefully designed not to offend anyone or

place blame in any one direction, on Washington, the Sandinistas, the right-wing death

squads, or the Soviets. The regular annual statements and speeches by the External Affairs

Ministers also expressed official concern over the regional crisis, but avoided direct

judgments that might be construed as provocative. Mark MacGuigan's speech in 1982

was indicative of this kind of response:

In many parts of Central America, and particularly in El Salvador,

we see with shock and horror widespread violations of elementary
human rights, atrocities, torture, massacres, and murder on an

appalling scale. These crimes against humanity are perpetrated by
forces on both extremes of the political spectrum. The Canadian
government continues to protest against this wave of violence.
But we cannot understand political terror in Central America simply
by blaming a clash of ideologies or great-power interests.re2

rer Canada. House of Commons. Standins Commiftee on Exlernal Affairs and National Defence. Report to
the House of Commons, July 1982, p.33.
lez Canada. Exlernal Affairs. Statements and Soeeches, "Central Amenca and Canadian Foreign Policy",
March 31, 1982, p.2.
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In December of 1986, Joe Clark similarly responded to the Report of the Special

Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of Commons. This committee was created

to consider and report upon the issues raised and to make recommendations concerning

the future objectives and conduct of Canada's international relationstnt. The report

reflected the Mulroney government's new attitude toward US foreign policy actions' It

stated that Canada was committed to fostering close and cooperative relations with the

United States; and Clark provided assurances that the government's strategy over the past

two years has been to "seek to restore harmony to Canada-U'S.4. relations" and that

.,Canada and the United States regularly consult on global political and economic

. ..la¿
lssues"'-.

While Clark mainly dealt with general global policy issues, he did address, in small

part, the situation in Central America. Since the report suggested that Canada should

oppose all outside intervention in Central America, Clark's response was that his

government "...disapproves of both the export of revolution and third party intervention in

Central America',re5. He added that Canada had strongly backed the Contadora peace

initiative, despite US coolness to that process'

In l9gg, there was another significant report presented to the House of Commons

on the peace process in Central America. This report , Supporting The Five, was

significant because it dealt exclusively with the problems in that region and cited a wide

range of contributors from Canada, the US, and Central America. The committee had a

t" Joe cla¡k,
Senate and the House of Commons, December, 1986, p'
rno lbid, p.4-5.
te5 Clark, Response, p.78.
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wide mandate to explore all the various problems and their possible solutions. Apparently

non-partisan, its findings did not point an accusing finger in any direction and were

considered to be only advisory to the government. At the time many felt that it was

nonetheless a useful venture, but there appears to have been few definite results since the

report was submitted to Parliament seven years ago.

c) Select Editorial Reaction:

From the late 1970's, newspaper and magazine editorials have frequently dealt

with some aspect of the explosive situation in Central America and, to some degree,

questioned the hesitant Canadian responses. Only a few of the more typical editorials need

to be considered here in order to demonstrate their general views.

Under public pressure and questioning by the media, Joe Clark indicated he would

prosecute any US subsidiary in Canada complying with the American embargo of

Nicaraguaþu. His threat was muted when US officials announced that American

subsidiaries in Canada could ship to Nicaragua if there was substantial change in the

product. Apparently, this action by the US was sufficient for Clark and the government.

By this time, the media editorials had given considerable coverage to the issue, however,

and the damage to Canadian government credibility might have been already done,

particularly after Clark reportedly indicated to the US that Canada would not allow

Nicaragua to avoid the embargo by importing goods through Canada and subsequently

breakine US sanctionsreT.

r% Globe and Mail, May 8, 1985, p.2.
lei Toronto Star, May 21, 1985, p.3.
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In October of 1989, Mulroney announced that Canada would officially join the

OAS on January 1, 1990. This was news and the editorial writers responded. A Globe and

Mail editorial on October 28,1989 commended the decision but warned that Canada

would have to earn respect in the OAS:

Until now, Canadian politicians have been more comfortable
whispering their disapproval of US policy in Central America
or Cuba in the ear of the president of the day. Now Canada
must very publicly assert an independent policy or find itself
dismissed as a characterless weakling.les

This type of editorial reaction was indicative of the times. What Canada's government did

that supported or challenged US policies would thereafter be carefully scrutinized in

various editorials, expressing public reaction and occasional criticism. Consequently,

various members of Parliament and goverrì.ment ofücials seemingly became more cautious

in their comments and actions. Despite this, however, public airing of contradictory

statements continued, as expected.

d) Scholarly Debate and Literature:

Scholars have written extensively on the conflicts in Central America, but mostly

from an international perspective involving the former superpower rivalry and Marxist

ideology. With the concentration of the literature on the US and its perspectives on Latin

America in general, there is little readily available material on specifically Canadian

perspectives and Canadian involvement. There is, however, some interesting material by

a few Canadians.

re8 Globe and Mail, october 28 1989, p.3.
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The uniquely Canadian perspective is that Canada had historically played an

extensive role in Central American security and its development process. Hal Klepak has

argued this exact point noting that the NGO's have long been active in human rights issues

in that region, even though there are only limited links between Canada and Central

America, and that our historic experiences were significantly different, as were our

languages, cultures, and values on sharingrs. He has acknowledged the effects of the

Central American crises on Canadians in general, holding the attention of a large part of

the Canadian public over a sustained period of time2o0. The issues of human rights in

Central America while certainly pervasive had hardly been unexpected, he has pointed out,

since democracy in the region had generally been "feeble and embattled" 201

What Klepak has emphasized was that Canada's decision to seek closer links with

Latin America by joining the OAS was justified, but he cautioned that Canada's increased

role in Central America could serve to further distance this country from the United States

once a more independent foreign policy was adopted. This qualified enthusiasm was also

demonstrated in Edgar Dosman's claim that Canada now had a clearer foreign policy

goal202. Canada, he stated, is an "influential and independent actor in the atea"203 . These

views were somewhat parallel to the continuing debate in Parliament, which cautiously

welcomed the opportunities provided by Canada's entry into the OAS.

rs Hal Klepak, Ca¡rada and Latin America: Strategic Iszues for the 1990's, extra-mural paper no.54,
Operational Resea¡ch and Analysis Establishment, Ottawa, December, 1990, p.3.
2* Ibid, 1990, p.33.
2or lbid, 1990, p.39.
202 Edgar Dosman, Canada and Latin America: Issues to the Year 2000 and Bevond, Proceedings of the

Conference on Canada and Latin America. Calgary, May 5-7, 1991,p.249.
203 Klepak, 1990, p.223.
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Liisa North has also extensively written on Central America and Canada's

involvement. She has differed from Klepak, however, in that her approach is from the

perspective that the effects of foreign involvement in the region have been detrimental to

the impoverished people there, who were forgotten casualties in the ideological struggle of

the Cold War. She has also placed the blame on failed economic and development policies

that have not helped and sometimes have hurt, the poor'oo.

The general, somewhat understated perspective in this literature is that Canada's

role in Central America has been undulv subservient to that of the US and Canada should

concentrate more on the moral issues in the region and less on political accommodation to

Washington. This is what seems to be the message. It suggests that there is room for

increased Canadian participation and involvement in the region but mainly through

developmental organizations, directed toward helping the landless victims of

discrimination, persecution and exploitation.

James Rochlin. Research Fellow at the Centre for Latin American and Caribbean

Studies at York University, has argued that Canada in the final Trudeau era did not accept

the new economic and political agenda characteristic of the neoconservative revolution in

Reagan's US2o5. He has further suggested that the formation of well-organized and well-

informed interest groups, following the Sandinista revolution in Nicaraguain 1979,

motivated the government to take a more independent role.

Clearly, political and security problems in Latin America had become an

important Canadian concern. Ottawa, during the Trudeau years,

formulated an independent policy in Latin America, which included some

200 Liisa Nofh, Behveen War and Peace in Central America: Choices for Canada, Toronto: Between the
Lines Publ., 1990, p.29.

'ot James Roctrlin, Discoverine the Americas: the Evolution of Canadian Foreim Polic.T Towards Latin
America, UBC Press, Vancouver, L994, p.232.
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important support for Nicaragua. While Canadian relations towards

Central America would move closer to US policy during the Mulroney
years, Canada's quite signifìcant role in conflict resolution and

peacekeeping in the isthmus solidified a relationship with the major Latin
American po*ers...'ou

Calvin Bricker has been a little more precise in his evaluation of Canada's

independent role in Central America during the 1980's and beyond While critics charged

that Canadian governments generally had adhered faithfully to US foreign policy in the

region, a fair examination of Canadian policy, according to Bricker, actually revealed a

very different assessment. He has argued that there were, and continue to be, signifrcant

differences of opinion between Ottawa and Washington on the conflict in Central America.

For instance, while the Kissinger Commission regards revolution
in the area as influenced heavily by the Soviet Union and Cuba,

the Canadian analysis suggests that the cause of difficulties in

Central America can be attributed primarily to economic structures,

rooted deeply in the past .... A further difference of opinion concerns

the extent to which the Sandinistas represent a serious threat to the

security of the West .... Canada has been willing to give the

Nicaraguan governmenr the benefit of the doubt on this question.207

Bricker further argued that the nature of the causes of conflict in Central America

have led Canadian and American decision makers to adopt different views on the utility of

the Contadora peace process. The US demonstrated its lack of confidence in the process,

while Canada had supported these peace initiatives led by Central American countries

themselves. In fact, as Bricker has pointed out, Canada took the extra step of responding

favourably to the Contadora group's request for assistance20s.

t* Ibid, p.232.
20? Bncker, p. 30
2ot Ibid, p.31.
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David Haglund has also supported the view that Canada indeed has had a Central

American foreign policy independent of the United Stateston. He, too, maintains that

Canada has been a consistent supporter ofthe Contadora process, even though it has been

viewed in Washingfon as, "...a deliberate and insulting attempt to constrain United States

foreign policy in Central America on the part of an officious gaggle of diplomatic

upstarts"2lo. Consequently, Canada's position is, at least to a degree, at odds with that of

Washington. Similarly, Liisa North has also argued that Canadian support for the

Contadora process may have been the most satisfactory policy for this country, together

with its support for human rights and continued economic aid in the region, and its

opposition to supplying military arms to the areas of conflict2tt. While she has

acknowledged the positive Canadian initiatives, she has been critical of the continued

human costs to the region, produced by continued civil conflict and outside interference in

the region's political affairs. This may be viewed as a contradiction in her argument.

However, some consideration should be given to the changing dynamics of the region

over the years which can affect the perceptions of many. What results from this debate is

the apparent agreement that there is still much improvement needed in Canadian policy

toward Central America.

There are on-going discussions among academics and other concerned parties on

Central American-Canadian relations and Canada's general role in that region. However,

these discussions are far-ranging and encompass the entire Latin-American region. Within

2* David Haglund, "The Missing Link: Canada's Security Interests and the Cent¡al American Crisis" in

International Journal, Autumn, 1981, p.795.
2to lbid, p.809.
2rr Liisa North, Negotiations For Peace in Central America, Ottawa: The Canadian Institute For

International Peace And Security, 1985, p.15-17.
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this context, those scholars who concern themselves with Central America in particular,

such as Liisa North and Hal Klepak, tend to deal with the subject either from a perspective

of regional security in an international context, as Klepak does, or from a human rights

and developmental perspective, as North does. Concern with Canada's response to US

interventionism in the area is less direct, and like the posture of the Canadian governments

through the years, somewhat more hesitant, and cautious.
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CHAPTER \¡I

TRADE. AID AND HUMAN RIGHTS

a) Trade:

Even though its government policy toward the Caribbean and Central America has

been inconsistent, hesitant, and particularly cautious in response to American

interventions, Canada has maintained a much more positive and consistent relationship in

terms of promoting trade and providing aid. While Canadian involvement has varied over

the years with different govemments' perceptions of need and opportunity, it has remained

sizable in comparison to other Canadian commitments abroad.

Cuba has been probably the most shining example of Canadian commitment to

economic ties to this region. While Canada has had an active trade relationship with Cuba

since the lgth century, formal diplomatic relations date from 1945, when a Canadian

legation was first established in Havana2r2. But the most important aspect of recent

Canada-Cuba relations has been that Canada did not break relations in the early 1960's

and, instead, stood by Cuba during its many years of economic and diplomatic isolation.

Kari Levitt has noted the importance of this decision.

This was the single most important political decision affecting
Canada-Caribbean relations in the post war period, and continues
to have a profound effect on current Canadian relations with the
countries of the Commonwealth Caribbean.2rt

As Tables I and II demonstrate, Cuba remains the largest Canadian trading partner, in

relation to the Caribbean and Central America countries, despite current threats from the

ttt John Hilliker, Canada's Depafment of Exlernal Affairs. Vol. 2, (Montreal: McGill-Queen's, 1990),
p.284.
2r3 Kâri Levitt, Canadian Policv in the Caribbean. A Report to the Sub Committee of the Standing
Committee on External Affairs and National Defence, (Monfreal: McGill University, l98l), p.74.
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United States to impose punitive measures against countries trading with Cuba. In

contrast, Canada trades very little with Grenada, especially with respect to imports,

resulting in that country being at the bottom rung of Canada's trading partners. This is a

typical weak spot in Canada's relations with several Caribbean countries, whose exports

could benefit from greater access to Canadian markets.

Canadian economic relations with Nicaragua have never been extensive, but a few

investments have been of some consequence. Most notable perhaps was the Noranda

Mines project that was initiated during President Somoza's regime, but nationalized by the

Sandinista government in 1987214. The US embargo in the 1980's also negatively affected

Canadian ties with that country. The Sandinista government accused Canada of bending

too far in the US direction, but nevertheless continued to seek increased trading ties with

Canada. The trade and investment limitations imposed by Canadian officials on Nicaragua

\ryere reputed to be due to the continued Contra insurgency and the desire not to diverge

too sharply from US policy2rs. Since Nicaragua changed its government in 1990, when the

Sandinistas were defeated in a surprising election upset, the conditions have become more

conducive to increased trade. (see Table III)

Canadian trade with El Salvador, although not substantial, grew during the 1970's

but levelled offduring the 1980's, when evidence of human rights abuses increased. As El

Salvador is a desperately poor war-torn country, it is unrealistic to expect trade and

investment to increase much in the near future. The most important Salvadoran export to

2ìo Jonathan Lemco, p.58.
2rt Ibid, p. 59.
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Canada is coffee, while Canadian exports to Salvador include asbestos, aluminum,

electronic equipment, food products, paper, and pharmaceuticals2r6.

Panama has imported more Canadian products than its neighbours have, but has

exported less back to Canada than most others did (see Table). Canada runs balance of

trade deficits with all Central American countries, except Panama. Panama evidently has

less to offer than its neighbours, although this may change as its economy, following

Noriega's departure, becomes more stable and productive.

b) Aid:

Undoubtedly, one of the most important contributions that Canada makes to

Central America is developmental aid, also referred to as official development assistance

(ODA). A significant amount of assistance also comes from Canadian nongovernmental

organizations (NGO's), while the federal govemment makes aid available primarily

through the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) Founded in 1968 as

successor to earlier aid agencies dating from 1950, CIDA concentrates its aid in such

sectors as rural development, forestry, flood control, communications and transport2lT.

Canada has also given generous support to the Central American programs of such

international organizations as the United Nations High Commission on Refugees

(LINHCR) and the International Committee of the Red Cross.

CIDA has designated Central America as a priority region for ODA resulting in

this region becoming one of the largest recipients, per capita, of worldwide Canadian aid.

ttt lbid, p. 60.
2tt lbid, p. 65.
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Canadian development assistance to all of Central America increased rapidly in the 1980's.

By the fiscalyear 1987/88 total direct aid to the region more than doubled from the 1981

figures, and exceeded $55 million2rs. However, cutbacks at CIDA have resulted in

reduced aid during the more recent period.

While CIDA's written policy states that aid allocation decisions will be based on

recipients' commitment to manage aid effectively, the quality of social policies, and

human rights records, however, the reality in Central America is that political

considerations influence aid disbursements2re. Evidence of this lies in the Mulroney

government's decision to renew aid to El Salvador and Guatemala, despite continuing

human rights violations, while apparently lacking commitment to grant substantial aid to

the Sandinista government of Nicaragua"'. On the other hand, CIDA's increased aid to

ñcaragua, after 1990, probably reflected the Mulroney government's desire to have more

amicable relations with the US. In any event, it increased aid to the point that Nicaragua

became the largest recipient of Canadian aid in Central America22r. The timing of this

policy change suggests that Canadian aid disbursements may follow US priorities.

It should be noted that aid to Cuba is conspicuously absent from the CIDA figures.

This is evidently one way in which Canada has respected, to some degree, the American

desire to boycott Cuba. While no direct aid appears in the statistics, other forms of aid

may very well have reached the island.

2rE Liisa North, 1990,p.96-97.
2re Sa¡ah Cox, Canada's Aid Polic-v in Central America , (foronto: CAPA, 1992),p.3.
tto lbid, p. 3.
ttt lbid, p. 3-4.
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c) Human Riehts Concerns:

Canada was a vocal supporter of the Contadora Group when it drew attention to

the causes of war in Central America by recognizing that development with democracy,

social justice, and respect for human rights were essential for the attainment of durable

peace and security222. The Canadian government frequently voiced similar concerns. For

example, at the UN General Assembly in 1985, Canada's representative stated the

government's "frustration" over the lack of progress toward democracy:

We view the upheaval in Central America as primarily a function
of chronic social and economic injustice, coupled with... frustration
over the failure to institute... reforms to meet even the most basic

popular expectations.223

The Canadian government also endorsed the vision of human rights expressed by NGO's,

churches, and other human rights groups. For instance, the June 1986 report ofthe Special

Joint Committee on Canada's International Relations summarized the need for more

action in securing and protecting human rights:

We believe with the Canadian Council of Churches that "basic

needs - food, shelter, water - {are also} inviolable rights, without
which it is impossible for human beings to sustain life." ... Of
equal importance, we affirm Canada's support for collective, as

well as, individual rights, including the rights of workers and

women and of relieious and cultural minorities.22a

22t lbid, p.25-26.
223 cited in North, p.26
224 Canada. House of Commons. Independence and Internationalism. (Ottarva: Queen's Printer, 1986),

p.99.
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As part of Canada's commitment to human rights issues in Latin America, it

facilitated entry for Central American refugees into Canada through the "political

prisoners and oppressed persons designated class" program22t. This program permitted the

acceptance of Central American political prisoners, refugees and their families in the early

1980's. However, in the mid-1980's in response to recession, this policy became more

restrictive and, by curtailing refugee acceptance, resulted in Canada's being less able to

help all refugees who sought admittance. In fact, legislation was introduced and came into

effect on January l, 1989 which imposed even more stringent restrictions on those who

qualified as refugees from central Americat'u. This change in policy appeared to

contravene the Central American peace accord which Canada claimed to support227.

In March of 1989, Canada sent a delegation to observe the elections in El

Salvador. This was a further demonstration of Canada's interest in maintaining a

semblance of democracy in at least one trouble spot in Central America. In November of

that year, Canada accepted a UN Security Council invitation to participate in a newly

formed military observer group for Central America (ONUCA). Canada's long and

favourable history in peacekeeping missions was considered valuable to the UN. Canada

had previously demonstrated support for various regional peace processes such as

Contadora and could offer the IIN mission valuable advice.

225 North, p.158.
2tu Ibid, p.l60.
22'rbid,p. 

16o.
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d) Tables:

The following tables provide a partial listing of the Canadian trade and aid to the

Caribbean and Central America. These figures are meant to demonstrate that Canada has

indeed been active in its traditional areas of concern; trade, aid and human rights. The

disbursements of governmental aid come in many forms, too varied to be detailed here,

but the general patterns are nevertheless clear enough, Furthermore, aid from NGO's and

other private organizations such as the Mennonite Central Committee, are also not fully

listed, but are no less significant in showing the dedication of private Canadian citizens and

their organizations.

Table I

Government to Government Assistance Disbursements (1986-1993)

CIDA Funds (millions of $Can)

1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1992-93
El Salvador
Contributions 6.46 6.78 .65 3.64

Nicaragua
Contributions 1.01 10.54 8.05 9.08

Loans 2.89

Panama
Contributions .15 .24 .23 .25

Grenada
Contributions 5.71 6.11 4.74 1.76

Source: CIDA Annual Reporl (Supply and Services, Canada), 1986, 1988, 1989, 1994,
pp.105-1 16
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Table tr
Humanitarian Assistance (1986-f 993)
(CIDA Funds in thousands of S Can)

1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1992-93
El Salvador
Earthquake 505

Refugees 33

Returnees
Emergency

Assistance

Nicaragua
Emergency

Assistance
Hurricane and

100

400 100

400

Tidal Wave/volcano --- 1083 190

Panama
Emergency 50

Assistance

Source: CIDA Annual Reporl (Supply and Services, Canada), 1986, 1988, 1989, 1994,
pp.128-13 I

Table III
Canadian Imports by Country (1987-1993)

(thousands of $ Can)

t987 1988 1989 1993

Cuba
January-December 51471 87112 62147 171500

Grenada
January-December 1195 886 300

El Salvador
January-December 44363 41730 28695 17400
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Nicaragua
January-December

Panama
January-December

27643

24027

64533

30883

74315

r8627

16900

9300

7994, p.44, 54,Source : Stati sti cs Canada : Canadi an Internati onal Merchandi se Trade.
56,74, 136, 142, 744

Table fV

Canadian Exports by Country (1987-93)
(thousands of $ Can)

Cuba
January-December

Grenada
January-December

El Salvador
January-December

Nicaragua
January-December

Panama

4225

1987

272891

15610

9820

1988

229413

1989

154649

4272

10913

20109

t993

140300

3900

20500

I 1500

23r05

21177

January-December 34365 34936 16870 22600

Source: Statistics Canada: Canadian Inlernational Merchandise Trade,1994, p.54,56,
70,72,94, 16g, 176, 179
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Table V

NGO's Total Aid Disbursements 1986-93
(CIDA Funds Plus Others)

(millions $Can)

1986187 1988/89 r990t9r 1992t93

Cuba

Grenada

El Salvador

Nicaragua

Panama

0.0

09

1.27

2.63

.21

.12

.97

4.62

.22

.06

1.18

2.62

.15

0.0

0.0

89

202

.26

0.0 0.0

Source: CIDA: Annual Report,1988189, 1992193, p. 47-50,106-107, 136-137
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CHAPTER vII

CONCLUSIONS

The issue of Canadian responses, as documented in this thesis, has been mainly one

of differing views between Canada and the US on the appropriate response to political and

social change in Third World countries. It has been argued by a number of scholars, such

as James Green and Brent Scowcroft, that the US has focused on its security interests,

while Canada has concerned itself mainly with human rights. When political change hurt

average citizens in a country, then Canadian public and private authorities became

involved and concerned. Security interests were not a factor. Notwithstanding arguments

to the contrary by scholars such as Hal Klepak, Edgar Dosman and by certain members of

the government or Parliament, Canada, in this century, has never been substantially or

directly threatened by any adverse forces in this hemisphere. On the contrary, Canada has

seldom taken action in response to destabilizing events and crises. Its government and its

private agencies have been more interested and active in confronting less spectacular

issues of refugee movements and economic development.

The Cuban Missile Crisis was the one exception where Canadian authorities, with

some difficulty, actually took a firm and independent stand. The Diefenbaker government

refused to support the US initiatives without greater scrutiny of the origins of the crisis.

However well intended, the rhetorical belligerence and intransigence only created an

environment of distrust between Canada and the US that affected their relationship for

many years afterward.
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It would seem that the US seldom took Canada seriously, acknowledging any need

to consult prior to major hemispheric interventions or policy initiatives. No Canadian

Prime Minister had much impact on US policy, including Prime Minister Mulroney, even

though he pursued amicable relations with both Reagan and Bush. Nor did Canadian

parliamentary officials and committees give much consideration to the consultation

process or to any actual interventions. Likewise, academic scholars spent little time

dealing with the specific crises and the Canadian reactions. Everyone focused mainly on

international security issues and rights. Latin America received less attention than it

warranted, especially since the nations in this hemisphere were now considering greater

economic integration.

Certainly, in the past tkee decades, there have been strongly expressed opinions.

The Cuban Missile Crisis produced considerable disunity in the federal cabinet, bordering

on revolt. The invasion of Grenada produced testy exchanges in Parliament with both

sides eventually agreeing that the US had acted precipitately if not irresponsibly. The

Panama crisis drew some concerned editorials, but not much more. Both Nicaragua and

El Salvador occupied Parliament and editors for many years on questions ranging from

right wing juntas to left wing revolutionary regimes. The US embargo on trade with Cuba

remains in effect to this day and continues to be opposed by canada.

It would appear that Canadian responses to American interventions have been

inconsistent and weak, regardless of political party. Furthermore, Canadian responses

appeared to be different when directed at an immediate crisis, such as an unexpected

invasion, than when they were grappling with long+erm situations, such as in El Salvador
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and Nicaragua. In general, perhaps in keeping with the cautious tradition established by

Mackenzie King, Canadian authorities have preferred to express a need for more

information before taking any decisive action. Political parties, in fact, have tended to be

more critical of US actions while in opposition, but when in office they tend to be

concerned with improving relations with the US, even if that meant acquiescing in

accepting controversial uS policy. For example, Joe Clark suggested that his

govenlment's strategy was to restore harmony to relations with the US and achieve

greater consultation on global issues. Whether the government achieved that result is

arguable.

It may be concluded that the Canadian role in the Caribbean, Central America, and

possibly all of Latin America has not changed significantly since the Cuban Missile Crisis

of 1962. There has been at least one positive change, however, and that was Canada's

decision to officially join the OAS in 1990. From inside this organization, Canada can no\ry

present its point of view more directly and also vote to influence regional policy. This was

something it was unable to do effectively during past regional crises. At present, it would

seem that Canada, with its usual caution, is still in the process of determining its role in the

OAS. Until now, Canada's policy has generally been circumspect and reluctant to

challenge even the more controversial US actions. There has been little evidence of any

noticeable change in that policy with respect to Central America and the Caribbean. The

canadian voice in regional affairs remains, for the most part, pretty quiet.

Canada has not had a long policy of involvement in this region. However, there has

been some recent evidence of increasing Canadian interest, for example in connection with
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the recent expansion of the Free Trade Agreement, but nothing comparable to its

considerable involvement in United Nations peacekeeping operations in Europe, Asia and

Africa. Yet it appears that Latin America may now be attracting more attention in this

country. This can be beneficial to all parties concerned. One reason for this renewed

interest may be the perception that Canada could make a legitimate contribution and

therefore a real difference in Latin America. Development aid, peacekeepers and advice

could all be useful to the region and Canada's role could be significant, despite the current

fiscal situation in this country requiring financial cutbacks.

Overall, as Jonathan Lemco argues, Canada's recent interest and support of the

Central American peace process constitute an admirable development. Whether Canada's

influence will actually make a difference remains to be seen. However, the Canadian

interest in this region is still an indication that its concerns have developed beyond the

familiar interests in the United States and Europe22E.

It would seem that Canadian policy towards Central America and the Caribbean,

or for that matter all of Latin America, may be beginning to mature. Recent criticisms by

the government on the continued American embargo of Cuba, and especially the threat of

American actions against friendly sovereign countries violating that embargo, may be

evidence of that maturity. While the prognosis may be favourable, it will require

considerably more effort to become a reality.

22t Jonatha¡ Lemco, Canada and the Crisis in Central America, Neu' York: Praeger, 1991, p.168
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A CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS

January l, 1959: Fidel Castro entered Santiago de Cuba after the flight of Batista.

April 16, 196l: A force of US supported Cuban exiles landed at the Bay of pigs.

Within 72 hours, the invaders were routed. Castro claimed victory.

October 22, 1962'. Kennedy ordered naval quarantine of Cuba with the discovery of Soviet
missile bases there. US military forces went on alert, shortly after.

October 25,1962. Prime Minister Diefenbaker officially placed Canadian forces on same
alert status as US forces

October 27,1962'. Soviet Union accepted U.S. conditions for a cessation of hostilities.
Cuban Missile Crisis considered over.

January, 1976: Pierre Trudeau visited Fidel Castro in Havana, where he established a
good rapport with the Cuban leader. This meeting was believed to have
created difüculties for Trudeau's relations with the U.S.

March 13,1979'. People's Revolutionary Government, led by Maurice Bishop, came to
power in Grenada.

July 24, 1979'. Canada recognizes FSLN government in Nicaragua.

July, 1979: The Sandinistas gained control of the government in Nicaragua

November l98l: Canada ends government-to-government aid to El Salvador due to
deteriorating political conditions that threaten security of Canadian aid
personnel.

July 1982: Parliamentary Sub-Committee on Latin America and the Caribbean
recommended that Central America receive higher priority in Canadian
Foreign policy.

October 19, 1983: Maurice Bishop and one third of his cabinet were killed by a dissident
faction in his own party,

October 25,1983'. US led invasion force landed in Grenada, seizing control of the
countrv soon after.

March 1984: Canada sent official deleeation to observe Salvadoran elections. .
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November 1984: Canada did not send observers to Nicaraguan elections but Secretary of
State for Extemal affairs, Joe Clark, did meet with unoffrcialNGO/church
delegation upon its return.

December 1984: canadian bilateral aid to El salvador was resumed.

February 1987. Canada ended its policy of not deporting people to El Salvador and
Guatemala.

October 1987: Nicaraguan vice-president, Sergio Ramirez visited Ottawa, on the
invitation of the Canadian government.

July 1988: The House of Commons Special Committee on the Peace Process in
Central America recommended an increase in development assistance and
a special leadership role for Canada in promoting the peace process.

March, 1989: UN drafts plans for a 160 person Central American peace-observing unit
to monitor the halt in aid to Contras proposed by the Central American
presidents in February. Canada was mentioned as a possible participant.

March 1989: Canada sent a delegation to observe the Salvadoran elections. Prime
Minister Brian Mulroney spoke to the American Society and refrained
from making any statement about US policy towards Central America.

May, 1989: General Noriega officially seized power in panama afte¡ two years of
hostilities with the US.

September 1989: Canadians participated in the UN reconnaissance mission to Central
America to define the operational requirements for the UN Observer Group
in Central America (ONUCA), which will monitor the security provisions
of the Esquipulas II accord. Clark announced that Canada will provide
$700,000 in assistance to the Supreme Electoral Council of Nicaragua for
the holding of the February 1990 elecrions.

November 16, 1989: Clark denounced the killing of six Jesuits at the Central American
University in San Salvador and reiterated his September call for a
negotiated settlement of the civil war.

November 24, 1989: Canada temporarily suspended bilateral development assistance to
El Salvador due to war conditions.

December 15, 1989: Panama's National Assembly named Noriega Chief of Government.
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December 16, 1989. Panama's National Assembly declared Panama to be in a state of war
with the US

December 20,1989. US forces launched invasion of Panama. Control of the country is
rapidly achieved. However, Noriega escaped and went into hiding

July, 1990: In a surprise election result, Nicaraguans rejected the Sandinista government
and voted in Violeta de Chamorro.

January l, 1990: Canada officially became a full member of the OAS.

January 4,7990. Noriega finally surrendered to the US.

1995: American Congress considers punitive action against Canadian companies trading
with Cuba.
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